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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present study is to create and develop anoobjective 
scoring system for the Loyola Seminarian Sentence Completion Test (LSSCT), and 
to establish reliability and validity coefficients for the system. The cre-
ation of quantitative assessment methods appears essential to the refinement 
of the LSSCT as a device to detect seminarians in need of psychological help. 
"In need of psychological help" is defined as a state of adjustment in a 
seminary student so tenuous as to preclude effective functioning and emotional 
stability within the seminary life. 
Based on the past research, three factors emerge as necessary for an ef-
fective sentence completion technique. First, such tests have been most 
successful when a specific instrument was created for a particular population 
(Burven, Campbell, & Kidd, 1956; Ebner & Shaw, 1960; Harlow, 1951; walter & 
Jones, 1961). In regard to the present study, Gorman and Kobler (1963) cre-
ated the Loyola Seminarian Sentence Completion Test especially for the seminary 
group under investigation. They chose items which ware considered maximally 
sensitive to this group, based on their many years of experience as psychol-
ogical consultants to the seminary. 
Seconly, sentence completion tests have been most effective when they 
attempted to answer very limited, specific questions (Dorris, Levinson, & 
Hanfmann, 1954; Kimball, 1952}, rather than give global pictures of subjects• 
personalities. The LSSCT attempts, primarily, to answer one question: Does 
a seminarian need psychological help? This question ls consistent with 
Kobler's study (1964} which suggests psychological testing has been most suc-
cessful when directed toward such a question. The present study also contains 
-potential confirmatory research for Kobler's (1964) point of view. A secon-
dary question concerns the ability of the LSSCT to differentiate perseverers f1om 
drop-outs in the seminary. Psychological testing in the traditional sense has 
not been a very successful means of predicting this factor. However, Harro-
wer's results (1964) in predicting failure to persevere in the ministry, using 
the sentence completion technique, make further investigation of thie pheno• 
menon quite reasonable. 
Thirdly, an objective sODrlug system would increase the utility of the 
LSSCT as an instrument for personality assessment and research (Hadley & 
Kennedy, 1949; Rohde, 1946; Rotter & Rafferty, 1950; Zimmer, 1956). The LSSCT 
orlglnally was Intended as one in a battery of psychological tests administerec 
to seminarians in the last semester of grade 12. This period was immediately 
prior to college entrance and total residence at the seminary. 
Other tests in the battery were the Kuder Preference Schedule, Strong 
Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB), Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
(MMPI), and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS). The Kuder and 
SVIB measure vocational interests, while the MMPI and EPPS are personality 
tests of intrapsychic strengths and weaknesses. While these four tests are 
objectively scored, the fifth test in the battery, the LSSCT, yields subjectlv 
clinical impressions. 
Consequently, the present study proposed to establish an objective scor-
lng system for the LSSCT, including a Total Test Score and six subtest scores, 
Attitude toward Self, Attitude toward Priesthood, Attitude toward Family, 
Attitude toward Women, Attitude toward Others, and Attitude toward Important 
Issues. 
the specific hypotheses were: 
1. With regard to congruent validity, the total test 
score and each of stx subtest scores would slgnl• 
ftcantly detect and differentiate seminarians ln 
need of counsellng from seminarians not in need of 
counseling. In other words, significantly high 
scores on the LSSCT aubtests would indicate need 
for counseUng, as judged by two independent criteria. 
2. In terms of predictive validity, the total test 
score and each of six subtest scores would signl· 
ftcantly differentiate perseverers in the semi• 
nary from non•perseverers. that ta, non•perseverers 
would score significantly hlgb on the LSSCT subtests 
and total test. 
3. With reference to lnterscorer teltablllty, LSSCTs 
independently scored by two graduate students ln 
psychology would yield highly significant reliability 
coefficients. 
4. In terms of test•retest reliability, the LSSCT would 
yield a high, significant coefficient of stability 
for seminary students. 
3 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Research on Sentence Completion Tests 
Past research on sentence completion tests as useful instruments for 
personality assessment emphasizes the necessity for more objective methods 
of interpretation. Frequently, sentence completion tests are included ln 
test batteries to investigate psychological problems, primarily, however, as 
sources of ancillary and supportive information for the other test findings. 
It is also commonly accepted that psychologists evaluate the test resdts on 
the basis of their own clinical judgments and experience, rather than with 
the use of quantitative measurement. Although the sentence completion tes 
ls quite valuable to test batteries or as a guide for semi-structured tnt 
views, such exclusive uses have not encouraged the investigation of the 
uniqueness and further possibilities of the test as an objective 
For instance, in commenting on Goldberg's review (1965) of sentence 
completion methods, Murstein (1965, p. 777) states, "the Sentence Completi 
Method is a valtd test, generally speaking, and probably the most valld of 
all the projective techniques reported in the literature". This seems a sur-
prising statement if one considers that, in comparison to such projective 
tests as the Rorschach and thematic Apperception Test (tAT), 
has been given to sentence completion techniques. ~ 
Two primary factors necessary for the effectiveness of the sentence 
completion method are: 1) its ready applicability to specific, homogeneous 
populations, and 2) lts usefulness for limited, well-defined purposes. Con• 
cernlng the first factor, Rotter and Rafferty (1950) designed the Incomplete 
5 
sentences Blarlk(ISB) to study college students in need of counseling. How-
ever, when Dean (1957) applied the ISB as a test ~ adjustment in a group for 
which the instrumentlllls not created, namely, bllnd subjects, the test was 
undiscriminating and Dean's results nonsignificant. The same problem pre• 
vented Rotter and Wlllerman (1947) from obtaining significant results when 
using the ISB with Army Air Foree convalescent hospital patients. Also, 
Berger and Suther (1956) found that the ISB could not significantly predict 
aeademle achievement for 199 college ,-les and 154 college females. 
With regard to the second faetorf_:any studies have been reported in 
which investigators custom-designed sentence completion teats for specific 
·-----~--~~---~--------------
personality variables. With a test concentrating only on parent•child 
conflicts, cass (1952) was able to distinguish 21 maladjusted from 21 well· 
adjusted children, results significant at the .001 level. Kimball (1952) de• 
signed a teat to study attitude toward father and degree of aggression in 117 
----·----------- ...... ·-·- ~----""'"" ·-·~--·--~~·~· ·~~--- ·~~~"~---.-~---~------------
prep school bOJs. Academic underachievers were significantly distinguished 
_______________ __, ____ -=---------->.--
------ --~~-------------·---
from average achievers on the basts of at~~-t"!<!~ toward father and degree of 
------ ------~·------......-__..._______..~,~.........__.~ ~~ --------
aggression. Burwe~~~mpbell, and Kidd (1956) studied leaders and non-leaders 
·-------.. - -------------------
using 312 Air Force cadets. A sentence completion test, with responses scored 
--------------------.. ~----· ----------------------
on a flve~p~~~_: __ _:~_ti_~_ ~-~-~!·-~~gnif~ea~~-~_dlstlngulshed the leaders from 
,_, __________ ,-
non-leaders, as wel_l_~..L_in.cU:d!t~als with superior orientations toward life 
C::::::.~··" ~ --~---~---- "~------- ---- ----------·-'--.... "' .. ···---··~-------------~---------------------
from those with subor~~~t~ __ ori~~tations. 
walter and Jones (1956) administered a sentence completion test measuring 
-·----·"--~~"~~<~--, ----------=-- -
positive ~11.~ n~g--tlYe~t-cu4el t~-·d ~-llt!~_!tuatlons to 33 psyehl• 
r--·-- ... . --------
atrtc_pa~JQDj:JI.!! 'Jhe results correlated significantly (+.50) *it occupational 
~.er:!t.l!!..!J:!..!_.~~-__v!_..th.eJtL..&tti tudes for the same patients. Simply by 
' m--------~---·--------· 
analyzing sentence completions on an activity-passivity dimension, Ebner and 
6 
shaw (1960) were able to distinguish 24 psychiatric patients from 24 normals, 
with results significant at the .OS level. 
Several additional sentence completion tests have been designed to stud~~ 
specific psychological phenomena, but they have had varying degrees of success. 
Dorris, Levinson and Hanfmann (1954) split college freshmen into high author!-
tartan and low authoritarian groups. They then rated sentence completion 
responses for ego-threat, passivity, and masculinity. With sixteen hypo-
theses regarding the three variables, twelve were found to be significant. 
Harlow (1951) devised a sentence completion test to examine psychoanalyti• 
cally-based hypotheses regarding masculine inadequacy. He posited that 
weight lifting involves an excessive degree of narcissism, that weightllfters 
suffer from feelings of masculine inadequacy, have failed to identify with a 
male object, and are attempting to obscure their underlying feelings of de• 
pendency and masculine inadequacy by developing a superior body image. 
Harlow gave groups of athletes who were weightlifters and athletes who were 
not weightlifters the sentence completion test, scoring it for dominance and 
submission. Of eleven hypotheses, seven were significant in the predicted 
direction. 
However, not all custom-designed sentence completion tests have yielded ~~ 
conclusive, significant results. Efron (1960), for example, devised and 
administered a sentence completion test to 92 psychiatric patients •nd 
scored it for suicidal potential. He was unable to differentiate patients 
who expressed suicidal thoughts in interviews from those who did not expres~ 
such thoughts. But, no one in Efron's group who expressed suicidal thought 
had in actuality attempted suicide. Perhaps, then, the use of verbalization 
of suicidal ideas was an untenable criterion in this study. Indeed, both 
Farberow (1950) and Rosen, Hales, and Simon (1954) found marked differences 
between patients who attempted suicide and those who verbally threatened 
suicide. 
In a second example, Willingham's (1958) sentence completion test was 
rated for acceptance of environment by 164 naval aviation cadets. When cor-
related with four tests of morale, a nonsignificant result of .27 was ob-
tained. These results may well have been confounded by the possibility that 
very high morale may exist as a group response to a negative situation as 
well as to a positive environment. a sentence 
completion test to 23 Army Air Force cr He compared clinical 
--- ---~ --·--··---.. 
impressions from ~ test with ric ratings on eight personality vari• 
ables and obtained no significan /r ults. But he used only four stems per 
category, a small sample of subjects, an ~ objective analyses. He himself 
-~~ 
~-. 
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also criticizes the study's inadequate criterion measure. 
lAstly, Wilson (1949) tested groups o! ,..ladjusted and well adjusted~, 
high school students with a sentence completion test. After rating comple-(
1 
tions for such formal aspects as spelling and grammar, she was unable to 
significantly distinguish between the groups. However, she used only 22 
students and provided no statistical analysis. Most questionable, however 
. was her assumption of a relationship between poor spelling and grammar, and 
maladjustment, particularly when no control for intelligence was used. 
Only two studies have been reported in which the authors felt the sen-
tence completion method was insensitive to the variables in question. Wit-
kin and his associates (1954) compared completion test performances of 43 
male and 42 female college students to their performance on three perceptual 
orientation tests, rod-and-frame, tilting-room-and-chair, and rotating-room. 
8 
Sentence completions were categorized according to their representation of 
controlled vs. uncontrolled disturbances. Correlations between this test and 
the perceptual tests were negligible. The lack of significant results in this 
study may well be due to the authors' failure to adopt a completion test sen-
sitive to thtr particular purpose and criteria. 
The second study by Carter (1947) investigated the relationship between 
the sentence completion test and the psychogalvanic skin response in 20 nor-
mal and 20 maladjusted, plus 20 psychoneurotic subjects, matched for age, 
; 
academic training, scholastic aptitude, and sex. Although the maladjusted and 
neurotic groups differed significantly from the normal group in terms of the 
physiological responses when presented the sentence completions, there were 
no significant differences in the content of the oral responses to the stems 
for the three groups. 
Given the evidence that sentence completion tests are most valuable 
when used with spe~ific personality areas for homogeneous populations, it is 
then appropriate to examine the status on objective scoring systems for such 
tests. Of the popular sentence completion tests (Forer, 1960; Holsopple and 
Miale, 1954; Rohde, 1957; Rotter and Rafferty, 1950; Sachs and Levy, 1950; 
Stein, 1949; Tendler, 1930) only Rohde, and Rotter and Rafferty have estab-
lished empirical scoring systems. 
Rohde, whose test was created for high school students, scores her 65-
item test for variables taken from Murray's (1938) need theory. Scores are 
reported for each need, not in terms of a total score. The author reports 
interscorer reliability of .95 and test-retest reliability (eight months be• 
tween tests) of .80 for girls and .76 for boys. Rohde feels that lt is not 
the nature of a sentence completion test to yield consistent responses to 
/ 
9 
stems. Rather the test should attempt to elicit as much different and dynamic 
material as possible by varying the loading of stems. Thus, Rohde does not 
consider test-retest reliability as valuable to establish as 1nterscorer re• 
liability. Validity coefficients, .78 for girls and .82 for boys, were es-
tablished by comparing subtest scores with ratings of teachers on the same 
variables. 
Although the scoring method is sophisticated and validity coefficients 
substantial, ROhde has been widely criticized (Goldberg, 1965; Rotter, 1951; 
Zimmer, 1956) for being personally involved in the rating of the criterion 
measure as well as in the scoring of the test responses. 
The Rotter and Rafferty Incomplete Sentences Blank was designed to 
screen college students ln need of counseling. The scoring system was derived 
by taking sample responses from records of ind4vlduals known to be grossly 
disturbed and of persons considered quite normal. There are separate manuals 
published for males and females. Interscorer reliability, with advanced 
clinical psychology graduate students as scorers, ls reported as .96 for fe• 
male records and .91 for male records. Further, Churchill and Crandall (1955) 
report interscorer reliability of .94 and .95 using two seniors majoring in 
psychology and a graduate with a B.A. in psychology as scorers. These re-
sults would seem to show the effectivaess and clarity of the ISB manual. 
Split-half reliability was demonstrated by arbitrarily dividing the 
test into equal halves, yielding a product moment correlation of .83. Gold· 
berg (1965) and Rohde (1957), however, comment that this procedure is not 
statistically valid since the ISB is not a homogeneous test. Test-retest 
reliability was reported by Churchill and Crandall (1955) as .54 for women 
and .43 for men at three months, and .44 for women and .38 for men at three 
10 
years. They also repo~t a correlation of • 70 in a two-month retest for col• 
lege women. 
The ISB produces only a total score. The authors suggest a score of 
135 as a goOd cut-off point to determine which college students are in need 
of counsellng. They point out that thls ls not a magic number and may have 
to be adjusted for different college populations. This cut-off was able, 
however, to identify 78 per cent of the adjusted individuals and 59 per cent 
of the maladjusted. 
Several investigations with college students indicate that the ISB is 
valld and useful. Rotter, Rafferty, and Schachtetz (1949) using teacher and 
counselor judgments of adjustment, •atain•4 cerrelatiens of .64 an4 .77 fer 
women and men respectively. Barry (1950) used the ISB with 39 college stu-
dents in counsellng and obtained a significant correlationnof .67 with adjust-
ment ratings. Bieri, Blacharshy, And Reid (1955) used the ISB with 40 college 
students and found a significant correlation of .46 with the Taylor Manifest 
Anxiety Scale. Lastly, Morton (1955) obtained a correlation of .37 between 
the test and applications for counseling with a population of 156 male college 
students. 
Sentence Completion Tests and SeminarY Studies 
Sentence completion tests have been used sparingly ln sem4nary studies 
and they have, at such times, been Interpreted only qualitatively through 
clinical judgment rather than by quanti tatlve means. Harrower (1964), for 
Instance, used the Miale•Holsopple sentence completion wlth 135 Unitarian-
Universalist seminary students. She used clinical impressions from this test 
along with the Rorschach, TAT, DAP, Zondi, and the verbal portion of the 
11 
Wechsler-Bellevue to predict success in the ministry. A seven-year follow-up 
indicated she was correct in picking out the "unsuccessful ministers" as de• 
termined by a rating scale judged by two laymen and two denomi~tlo~l of-
ficials. On the other hand, there was no significant correlation between her 
judgment and those students rated either successful, basically successful, or 
questlo~ble. 
In another example, Whitlock (1959) used clinical judgment from the sen-
tence completion test and two scales of the California Personality Inventory 
to measure passivity in 25 male candidates for the ministry. Those in the 
group judged to be passive tended to be unrealistic in their vocational goal 
as measured by the Strong vocational Interest Blank. 
Using the Sachs Sentence Completion Test, Palomo (1966) reported that, 
in terms of adjustment areas measured by thls test, the seminary group was 
superior to a matched high school group in all categories but one. This in 
the category measuring family relationahlps, the semi~rian expressed much 
less negative feeling toward parents and a closer sense of identity with other 
family members. However, in interpreting the significance of these findings, 
it was noted that the seminarians are away from home, considerably removed 
from the typical family tensions which are considered common to the average 
teenager. The seminarians also scored more favorably in categories measuring 
attitudes toward authority, goals, and heterosexual relationships. In the 
last category, however, Palomo felt a good deal of repression and dental was 
obvious in the responses. Although the profile of both groups was below 
the level of mild maladjustment ln all categories, there were trends toward 
conflict in the categories expressing fears, attitudes toward father, and 
feelings of guilt. 
12 
Only two attempts have been made to establish an empirical scoring sys-
tem for a sentence completion test constructed to measure attitudes of reli• 
gious. vaughan (1956), studying differences between contemplative and active 
religious women, created a 60-item test primarily based on the Sachs sentence 
completion, with a scoring system heavily loaded toward measuring maladjust-
ment. Twenty per cent of the records were rescored by an independent judge 
familiar with the scoring system, yielding a coefficient of .89. Unfortunate• 
ly, the test did not differentiate between the two groups, vaughan attri• 
buting the failure to the loss of important intonation through use of the 
objective scoring system. 
the only completion test for seminarians, with an empirical scoring sys-
tem, -.s used by Fehr (1958). He both created stems and selected them from 
other tests, submitting 150 of this pool to four judges w.bo were asked to 
choose the stems that would best differentiate seminarians at the college 
level from secular students. He then equally divided the sixty best items 
into six categories: family, self, stress, fear, authority, and sociability. 
Adminlsbring his test to 45 seminarians and 45 college students, Fehr 
foulld both groups with positive scores on the family and authority scales, 
neutral scores on the self and sociability scales, and one negative score on 
the fear scale. On the stress scale, a significant difference indicated that 
the college students scored positively while the seminarians obtained a 
neutral score. 
the author reports an interscorer reliability of .92. Since he was 
attempt~ to investigate w.bether the personalities of seminarians differ 
from those of lay students, Fehr reported only that college students have a 
more positive approach to stress and are more willing to deal with lt. It 
~-, 
..... 
would be very interesting, however, to know what a neutral attitude to•rd 
self and sociability indicated~ Fehr did not discuss this issue. Since 
Fehr did no more than report similarities and differences between scores of 
the two groups, more specific evaluations of personality patterns were lost. 
A validation study on male religious aspiring to the priesthood, using 
the Manual created for the present study, was conducted by Heinrich (1967). 
He drew his sample of 50 from first year college students of six religious 
communities. The same criterion of need for counseling as used in the pre• 
sent study was used by Heinrich with one change. The present study used 
priest psychologists familiar with each student to determine experimental 
and control groups. Heinrich did not have such individuals available so he 
used prefects who knew the students well. He gave them a check list of be-
haviors indicating a need for psychotherapy to help them make their decisions. 
Heinrich used 400 as a total test cut-off score and this accurately defined 
75 per cent of the "in need of counseling" group and only mis-diagnosed eight 
per cent of the adjusted group. However, if Heinrich had used 390 as a cut• 
off score, as this study did, he would have accurately defined 100 per cent 
of the group in need of counseling and still only misdetected eight per cent 
of the adjusted group. 
Heinrich also did a cross-sectional study of religious in the four years 
of college. He found the means for the total test and each subtest to be 
quite stable through the four years. 'lhls Is in interesting contrast to 
Murray (1958) 1iho found the means of the MMPI scales rise every year a re• 
ligious spends in the seminary. Murray interpreted his results to mean that 
the seminary llfe directly contributes to the increasing anxiety and malad-
justment of the seminary students. Heinrich's results may Indicate that the 
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LSSCT measures variables that can be effectively handled within the seminary. 
For example• being in the seminary should not have a negative influence on 
the self concept of a well adjusted boy. But the same well adjusted boy may 
register a rising Pt score on the MMPI as he continues in a seminary that 
stresses close adherence to rules. many restrictions on impulse gratification 
and a constantly tight time schedule. 
Heinrich also reported a correlation of .88 between mean MMPI scores 
and the ISSCT total test score. He further found that aean MMPI scores 
correlated .85 wlth Attitude toward Family •• so vlth Attitude toward Self• 
.69 with Attitude toward Priesthood• .62 with Attitude toward Important 
Issues •• 50 with Attitude toward Others, and .21 with Attitude toward Women. 
Ihe high correlation between MMPI scores and Attitude toward Family deserves 
more investigation with this particular population since the seminarians 
tested by Heinrich had been living away from home only one month. 
Sub1ects 
CHAPTER III 
MBTHOOOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
-
The population ot ule subjects in the present study was taken from two 
diocesan minor seminaries in Chicago, Illinois. Only grade twelve students who 
had reached a lllinili'IDl age ot MTent.een but had not celebrated their nineteenth 
birthday wan utilised. The mean age tor the 240 subjects in the current sam-
pling was 17 years, 10 aonths, with a standard deviation ot 3 110nths. The 
greup•s mean I.Q., baaed on the Otis Quick Score Teat, was 118.34 with a stan-
dard deviation ot 12.02· 
These atudenta, who lived wlth their families while attending the lftinar;y; 
reasonably seemed to constitute a ftl"T homogeneous group. Pirat ot all, there 
was a ohPOnoloctoal age spread •one the nbjeots ot only two yean. S.oondly, 
atteftdanee at the .. inary signified a OOIIDlitunt to a apeoitio voca.tional goal, 
na•ly, the ROtUn Catholio priesthood. Thirdly, this YOUtional ehoioe in .. 
ftlftd a deeision not to •"'7• thu limiting heterosexual expel"ienees. 
Fovthl;r, soo1al relationahips wen further limited sinee the students wre en-
couraged to deftlop tlwir trieDdships with tellov 8!1d.nartana. And lastl,-, the 
edaeational O\IJ"r1oul\'lla within the .. ina17 as the aae tor all students. 
P.griptiop ot Ttst 
The 100 sentence completion st•s ot the Loyola Seainal"ian Sentence 
Completion Teat, aholm in Appendix A, wre 881ected on an A posteriori or taoe 
validity basta b7 Gol'lllan and lobler (1963) who had extensive experience in 
dealing with the pqohologtoal problft8 ot the .. inaey students tor whom the 
teat had been e:reated. HowYer, no oonaistent, objeotive scoring aystn had 
been established tor the teat, ainee it had p:revioualy been used onl7 aa one in 
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The LSSCT UJ' be etTen individu117 or to gl"'llps. Its selt-explanato17 
imJtrv.otions to nbjeets, presented below, preclude the need tor highly 
qualllied examners to adllinister the test. 
Please tt.n1sh otf the tolloving "1nooaplete" sentences 
with any eonelusion you wish. Since the aim ot this 
exeroise is to help J'OU attain soae added understanding 
ot yourself, try to express notions that have real 
aeaniftg tor you. 
ltu1DI kna• The first ltep in the present st•d7 was to establish a 
seort.nc f1)'11tea, presented in .Appendix D1 tor the LSSCr. fro• a pool of .500 
LSSCT's (all ada1n1stered to students 1n the last .._.ter of Grade Twlve), 
60 )ll'otoeols wre ftDd.oml.J' Mleeted., aeeordiq to the randoa muaber qata 
(Lindquist, 19,56), and nbaitted te fOU' judps. laoh jadp held a doctoral 
decree 1n Cl.inioal Pqehol0171 and 1188 either doiDC nseuoh with sentenee coa-
pletion tests or had cloM so in the neent past. 
Wol'ld.D& bldepndeatl.J' ot •• aaother, eaoh jwl.p rated eaeh seaten.ee on a 
•w• point, bipolar, p8J'thole&10&1 acljutaent seale (Rotter~ Rafferty, 
19.50). AD eaaple et this nate is presented 1n Appndtx B with a brief des-
o:M.ption of the difteNnt points on the seale. Art¥ aentenee eow:pletion that at 
least three ot the teJV jud.ps rated identioally was entered in the un.ual as 
an uat~ple ot that &djutment rattDc tor that itell. lor 1Ditauoe, all the 
jadps agned that the following u.aaple should be seored Z.• 
4. Strangers • • • • an unally nice people. 
Thus, the scoring •nual eontaina eapiricatly detenined seoring saaples tor 
eaeh stem, as wll as pMral pnnciples tor seoring (Rotter A Rafferty, 1950). 
The jlld.ps repert~ no parti.nlar d1ff'ieu.ltiee ratin& the responses. laeh in ... 
dio&ted a 40 to .SO bov interYal waa neeessa17 to Nte e.aoh ot ·100 sentence 
completiou for eaeb of 60 subjeeta. Tlmf, eaeh judie nted a total oi' 6,000 
The LSSC't, then, provides a total adjuat•nt score, based on the 
ratings noeiftd by the 100 sentence oompletiou. Besicles the total score, the 
LSSCT Ji.eldll lix subteat soo:res or attitllde eatepJ'les, D&Ely, .~!lat. Pritst• 
~. 1gtJ.x, lsfttl, Qthtr ltqp}.e, m:l Impo£t.apt Is1M1• To establish these 
s'lx IUbteata, lrauss•a proeeclun (1966) was eaplo)".td aa follows. Two judces, 
each wlth diplout• 1n elinleal pqollolocr and not 1nvolftd in any other pbaae 
ot the mamaal eoutnetion, vorked together in aas!.pblg eaeh of the 100 stems 
to the subteat or at.titvde oategor;y it best. •anred. Instnotions pi'Ovid!d 
tbel! tw judpa an foa'Dd in Appendix c. Neither judge nport.ed disagnement 
in aaliping the steaa to &p'PJ"'PP"1ate catep1'1ea. Brief description• of each 
eat.epJ7 aN pNant.ed below. 
A»»w \ftlld Jl1t (33 ateas) 
Thi.1 Bl.btelt aeanN1 the tn11ng and np.Jd. an inclirtdual baa 
tor htaaelt • !he ateu aN eellatru.eted to elS..it intonaatien per~ 
tainlq t.o the i.Ddi:rld.u.l' • t .. lings about his past and prel!nt lite 
aa all u !d.s expHt.atlou tw the f'lltlmt. Speetn.e iut&DCes,e.g.* 
the perfJOJl's ncud tor his a'bllit.,- te Met 'MW a1tvati.ens, aa also 
t.appecl ban. !be nbjeet.'• self eonoept. is ruther •anred. ill ~eru 
ot how be haftdlee hie anpr, I!XU.&l lite, and how adeq114te he per-
•tvea hl1 on abilities to be. 
A'Widt tRJHd b1."'1md ( 16 at .. ) 
Tbi.s n.btest ...... the tadiftdul'a attitude totlard his 
01U'P4mt MlliBU'T expennces aDd tcnra.J'd tile prieathood in pneral. 
It &lao tape eJ1.tiea1 interest ar.u like theolocloal ftlldlea alld 
payer. 
A~'itnde tmJd lgj.ll ( 14 steu) 
This rutest meanres a 8tlbject's attitude tG'RI'd each parent 
aDd sibltnc, aDd t.owrd the tailT as a whole. It also 8Dilines 
tee11np about l.eaYinc hoM and about p&l"8Dtal expectations. 
Attit!de tQWV!I Wonn 
The nbjeets• attitudes toward woman, tot.~am marrl..age; a.l'.ld 
toward the taet ot experlenees with 1110Un being lbltted, are 
mea&nll'ed. Punber, feelings whteh oeeur in the presenoe or woaen, 
and attitudes toward inYolVRent with VOIHD are also included. 
Atttb4t tcmm Ql.btrs ( 14 steu) 
'l'hia ea:teao17 .. nres an 111dtvt.dua1 •a attit\lde towrd. a 
w.nety or penon& outside his ruu,., suoh u friends, hllov 
st\ldente, 8\nqera, or a1'l auctte••· The toeu 1a on the qulity 
ad. degree e! tnterutton bet..,..n tlle nbjeot aD.i theee varioua 
other people. 
AJctitwlt tgvvd Xal£knt Ism• (16 ateu) 
Thia subteat aeasurea an individual •a attitude to i.Jilportant 
lite situattoas he must eont!tont. Inolud.ed are a.ttit-- toward 
authority, '*"onal ubition, sports pal"t1oipat1on, i.Ddependenoe 
with regard to aney and un of time, and resolution ot sipi. 
ticaat oo11fl.icta. 
In......,., thea. a aeoriq Qate• and Ul'lUl WN eetablt.ehed tor tt. 
100-atft taCT. laeh •Dte'ftM eo~~pletioD i.e ICOftd aceordinc to a •Ten-point 
bipolar rattq aeale ot acljustant. leorillg eaaplee tor eaeh atea are pro-
vided 1D the aallll&l <•• AppeDdU: »). Besides Jielclimc a total ad3WJtment 
score, baaed em 100 ateu, the LUCT provldet etx •parate n.bteat scores tor 
the att1tu.4a eatecone• deacrtbed. a.bo'n. 
Il.li ldMJdl1tz 
r. tnes ot nltatri.ltty aeanrea wen employed, utenoorer reliability 
011 tea\.nteat n11U111t7• Te d.eteat:ne atenoorer altabtltty, a :random 
S&llple et '0 ~- prot.eeole vae •l.efted aeooJdiBC to Liadqut.at•s pro. 
eectve (19$6). Two fiPst-'JM:r padate atullent.a 111 PS7'tholoQ' agreed to aot as 
MOJI81"'8• Jet.tJ.r 80el"e1" bad pft"t'iouly \&ken DO. aai.ntatered a •nteue OOil-
pletion teat. JeU.her aoorer knew eor had &Dl' oontaot with the other acorezo. 
Upon betrc ,reseted tba •maal8 1 the aoorera wre given no verbal inatftotiol'18 
in OI'Cler to further test the elarlt;r ot the lli&DUl. Eaeh aeorer was preaented 
with a umaal aDd n protoeo s vbieh be agreed to eomp e e 
he completed scoring the first eet of fitt•n testa, he was given tba second 
set of tU'teen to soon. Thus, eaoh eoorer OOJI'pletecl the 8De )0 protocols 
within a tvo-11Mk 1'8riod.. 
Test-retest J"'eliab111t7 w.s next examined. .l n.b-ample of 30 s•tnar.\.ans 
llho had oJ"iii,rU&ll7 taken the test in a crnp w:re ntestecl in a pollJ) atter an 
1nternl ot t.w 11Cmth8. A. te\&1 of 60 protoeols ('0 ten+ )0 ntest) ws then 
nored tv a ..,eholoctst ao lad no lmov1.ectp of tlMt nbjeots' t.clentities nor 
ot the test-:retest p:reeeclve. 
!.tJ1 ValWJt.t 
Two aeaftfts ot test 'f&11dtty wre eaplo1'Kf, concnent 'ftl1dity and pre. 
dictive Yalidtv. Ccmp'Uftt valid1t7 aa defi.Ded as the abi11t7 ot the LSSCI' 
to detect ._i.DarT stwlenta ln. need of pqoholocioal help. To •asu.re such 
validity, iftdepeDdeat criteria for .. inartana "in need of pqchologioal help" 
am thoM "not 1n 11Md ot pqoholosta.l hetp• were firat established. 
Two ttriteria •n jointly 1lt111sed, scores on the JIIPI and pqoholoststs' 
jud.-ats as to "need of pqehological betp•. The ~ s•inarians who had take 
the LSSCT had also beell gi wn the MMPI. The na•• of all subjects who had 
seored abow 70, tlms 1D41eating uladj'l.staent, on at least thfte MMPI eeales 
(exol'lldi!lg HI') WN ftftdoal.y ai:Jad. with the nuaes ot all S'tlbjeots vb.o did not 
aeore abow 6,5, tbat is, within normal lillits, on any saale. 'l'h9re wre 48 
subjeots fna the tim ~NUl' aDd 6:J rr. the seoond amp. A list ot these 
l'l&Ms w.s '!)resel'lted to tw priest p.,.,hologtsts with waster's dell'"• who were 
'Ptt-ao•'ll' aequittted with all the aujeots. 
These t.w pqeholoctsts 1nd.epe11dently placed a Dl next t t.o any st.lldent o'ft 
the list they felt was in need ot e011n•ling and a at next to &Yl7 nbjeet's 
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1'1lllM they felt was detinitel;r not in need ot oounselittg. A.r.rr individualllho 
scored above 70 on at least three MMn scales (except the MF scale) and who was 
judged b;r both priest pqchologtstl!i to be in need ot eou:nseling vas a candidate 
for the "in need of ps;rchologioal help" nlidation group. On the other hand, 
the "not 1n need ot p81oho1ogioal help" validation gro-cp would consist ot sub· 
jects who did not score above 65 on any MMPI scale and who reoeiwd J.W. votes by 
both pqohologista. J. total of 60 nbjeots comprised the validation groups, )0 
jud.pd "in 'l'1Md of pqchelecteal help" and )0 "not in need ot ps;rchologieal 
help". 
The seeo\'d tJPe ot teat ftlic!t.ty aeanred vu predietift ftlidit;r. This 
proMClve •~ the ab111t7 .r the LSSCT to prediet pe!'...,..rers in the 
M'llinary a!d thoae 11he l.ea'ft the anin&I'T• There wn two criterion lf'OUP8t 
thoae studeata vhe lett tlJit .. tDaJT wlthln cme 7NJ' of takinc the L1SCT • and 
those who NUiDed in seldnaJ17 tor three JNI"S after takinc the test. For pur. 
poses of establisbiq pndiettw valtdt.t;r, tn.n, 60 aellillal1.Ds were used, )0 
who had lett the ... iDai'T and ,0 who bad. reuiued in aea1:ftu7 at least three 
CHAPrBR IV 
RISULTS 
~1 
Data ot the curntnt studT wre anal.7zed with appropriate correlational 
techniques. The results are first presented in tel"'ls of the foar speoitic 
hypothe•s whioh involved oongn.ent 'ftlidity, predietiw ftl1.4ity, intersoorer, 
and test-retest reliability. Anct. fi:nally, the iater-ftbteat relationships are 
Congrpept Ya1141tx 
Concruent Ya11.41ty was examined in terms ot the relationships between 
subjeets' n.btest and total aeons on the LSSOT and the combined criteria of 
MMPI pe:rfol"'Unce alld pqeholoctets' judpents as to need to' eouttee11ng. Table 
1 pre88nta the .._. and standaPd derta.tiona toff the pel*tonanee of the two 
Self 
Prleat.hood 
Faaily 
Wollen 
Othetfs 
TABLI 1 
MIA.IS AD ftADARD IBVI.A.TIOIS or LSSCT SOSta'r 
JD TOr.AL SCOUS, 30 BUBJICTS JOT II BID OF 
COtnfSBtiiO AID '0 SUBJIITS IN B.ID OF COUISBLIBG 
lot l:JMSI of C'Jiel1ps " 1::: it fo"'l"N 
128.70 7.1.5 148.70 14 • .53 
.5.5.97 8.06 6).4) :§'.53 
4,5.80 8.49 55.17 ~.1.5 
24.17 3.13 2'/.93 4.17 
44.83 3·7.5 52.50 6.70 
I11p0rtaat Iaaea 51·97 .5.4.5 6,5.47 6.00 
Total ).58.04 23.63 41).20 )1.90 
eri.terion CJ'OUP• on the LSSCT. A brief iupeotion of Table 1 tndieates hicbezo 
llellns to• the nbjeote judged to ba in need of eouae11ng than foff nbjeeta not 
lt.n l'l8Ad e:t 
the group in need of CO'Illlseling SUCI'IstS greater variability of per.foru.nee tor 
that group. 
The relationsllip between scores on the LSSCT and membership in either 
criterion group was analyzed by the biserial r correlational t&Olmique. Table 
2 presenta \he bi.Mrial coe:ttieients tor tlE six nbtests and total test soon 
for the LSSCT. The signitieant positive correlations indicate that high seores 
TABLE 2 
BISERIAL COIUUf'.LATIOD OF LSSC'l' SOB'l'EST AND 
TOTAL SCODS mH BID lOR COtJISBLDJl 
AID 10 IDD lOR OOUISILIE 
Test 
Self 
Priesthood 
Faatl;y 
WOMD 
Otllera 
I~t Itsu.es 
Total Ten Soore 
.82•• 
.60•• 
.,59** 
.49•• 
.7)** 
.69•• 
.88•• 
on the l8SCT aft related to hi&h JIIPI pertorunee and. payebolog1sta• juclpenta 
;reprcttea aNd tor eoualt.ng. On the other band, low LSSOT aoorea coincide 
nth JIIPI perfortanee wt.thil'l norul 11111ta and pqoholoaiats' judpets not to 
'De in need ot eCNJ'lMliJIC• 
x_,..tion ot J'1pre 1 sbolns a seattel"Cftll representing the signi.tioaat 
biserial oo!"Nlatioa .t .88 betwen total nore alld mabenhip iB ertteri.on 
fll'OU'P• Obarw.tion ot the r&'ftP et ~rf•runoe ncpsts that plac81Unt ot a 
011t....tt at aeOft )90 would be an appropriate lower 11mtt tor deteetion ot 
aeainartans iB Deed ot oo'IIDieliq. .A.coorclinc to Figun 1, n.oh a out-ott score 
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Total Score lot 1n leed In leecl 
LR£1' It~ Preque~tin 2&:Cal·~ Freque1W3" ~a.tiw 
IV cwrt. "' mt 
440 ... 6 100 
4,0- 4)9 4 eo 
420 ... 429 4 66 
410 - 419 2 100 3 ~ 
400 ... 409 3 4) 
,o ... m 1 94 
' '' -----------------------·-·-------··· 
----·-------··-----------------------
,80 .. 389 2 9.(' 0 1 23 
Y?o - m 2 ,.. ' - 20 
)60 .. 369 ' 77 1 10 
),0 ... '" 6 60 2 7 
)40 - 349 ,.s 40 
))0 - '" 2) 320 ... m 2 1o 
)10 - )19 1 ' 
•• ;o I 
rta• 1. S•ttercraa ot Total Test Soon and Membership in Need tor 
Counalln& Group aDd lot 1n Heed of Oouneeli.Da ~up. 
have identified oncy three falae poaitifts, nael:r, the three 1nd1v1.d.ua'ls 1n 
the "not 1n need of counseline group" 1liia scol'ed above 390. 
11p.M 2 prea.nta tlw soatt.erpoall11b.1eh depicts the s1p1t1cu.t .62 cor .. 
relation bet.wel'l the Attitude tova:rd S.lt nbtest and the <Jl"lteria. ED.minatiCil 
ot Ftpra 2 indicates that a out.ott score ot 140 would be appropriate to de· 
teN.ille wbet.hllr the Attitude toward Selt subtest posed a pe.rtieu.lar problem 
area ter a p.wa aeai.Ral'ian. W\tb neb a o•t-otf, 22 of the )0 N111.lna~as 1n 
lilted ot eonsetinc were td.entllied, while onl7 one ot the group not tn Deed ot 
ooase11ftg was tatseq dateeted. 
'I'M Ma.tterpoaa of perto:rllllftOe on tbe At.tttw toard Fnesthood n.btest, 
8he1nl in rt.p.re '• NpNant.a a .60 relat.tenahi:p ld.tb the eritena. na .... nt 
ot a at-ott at a aeore of 60 OOI'Teetly W.atttied 21 ot the )0 stw!ents in 
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need of eounHltlll, whtle nd.s-det.ecting only seven ~ tlw grt:Np not in :need ot 
Attitude Toward S.lt 
II.El 
180 ... 
175 - 179 
170 • 174 
16.5 - 169 
160 ... 164 
1.55 - 1.59 
1,50 ... 154 
14.5- 149 
1lt0 - 1144 1 100 
1 100 
1 98 
2 95 
2 86 
' 
81 
5 71 
5 !54 
4 )7 
............................................ 
--------------------·----------·---· 1]5 ... 1:s9 7 97 1 24 
130 ... 134 4 ?J 4 20 
125 - 129 7 60 
120 • 124 9 37 1 7 
115 • 119 2 1 1 ' 
110- 114 
rtc. 2. leattercra of Attitude 'toard Self Score aDd Hembersh1.p in 
!feed tor.- Cotturlliq GJtoap m:1 lot in Need ot Counseling Group. 
so. 
15 .. 79 
70 "" ?4 
65 ... 09 
60- 64 
2 
1 
4 
100 
93 
90 
1 
2 
10 
8 
100 
97 
90 
57 
---------···---···---·--·-----------· ·---- ----· -- ····· ... - ,.. .. -- · 
"""' 8 " 8 ~ so • 54 9 50 1 ' ~-~ ' ~ 
40-" 1 ' 
I. '() N ;a 30 
Ftc. 3. Soatterpu. et Attlt.ude '?~ Priesthood Sool'e and Habei'Ship 
1n Need tor Couaelina Group aa:l lot il'1 IHd ot CoanaelittC Group. 
Fipres 4 and S iDiioate the spread of Mores on the .Attitude toward Ia-
portant Iasllea and Attitude Toward Wowen n.btests. 
Attitude toward Not ia Heed 
Important Isaues ot Counseling 
• WJCT 
7S • 79 
70- 74 
65 .. 69 
60 • 64 
Prequency BUMUiative 
2 
2 
s 
100 
94 
87 
25 
Iupacti.on ot Ptpre 4 sh0111 
In leed 
of Counseling 
Freqwmcy dumula.tive 
ner cgt 
2 
7 
7 
8 
100 
93 
10 
47 
- - - - - - - - - - - • - - - • - - - - • - ~ - • - w ~ • - - - - - • ~ 
------------------------------------12 
8 
1 
70 
JO 
3 
6 20 
Ftc. 4. Soattel'p'Ul ot Attitude Tovald Important Ia-.s Soo1"8 and 
Membership ta Reed tor Couuel.ing Group anc:i Bot in NMd ot Counaeltna Gftv.p. 
that with a at,Ufieant .69 relatiouhip, use of a cut.o£f eoore of 6o 
identities 24 of tbe :JO 8\l])jeot• jadpd tn need ot counseliftc or 80 per oent 
of this erttart.cm IJ'RP• 
The Attitwle tovud Women subtest 800t"es, depicted in i'ipre .51 :repnsent 
''- )9 30-3'+ 
25- 29 
20 - 24 
15 • 19 
1 
1.S 
1) 
1 
100 
97 
46 
' 
2 
'7 
15 
6 
N • )0 
100 
93 
70 
20 
Fie, s. Soatterpoaa ot Attitude 'l'ovud Woun Score &Del l;embership in 
!feed tor Ccnmnling Group and Not u Need ot Colmaeli'DI Group 
the least substantial, althollp signi.f'ioant, relationship between the attitude 
oategorl.ee and the eri.tana. Table 1 also Udicates that this subtest. yielded 
the least vartabi.lity ill -periOI'IIauce tor eaoh group am only an ap-proximate 
...... 
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3 .. po1nt di:f't"erenoe in their respectift mean scores. Consequently, attempting 
a cut-ott econ tor this subtest appeared unt'easible. Unfortunately, the low 
number ot stems in this subtest reduoed its practical value. 
FigtU"e 6 depict• the spnad ot soo2"es represential the .59 relationship 
Attitude towa~ Family 
I§&!' 
70 -
6.5 ... 69 
60 ... 64 
Not in Need 
9&: CoWf.').W 
heq\aenq CU11\llativa 
w pen,'i 
2 100 
In Need 
of CgungJ.W 
Frequenc;y Cumulative 
• RS£ e;t 
J 
2 
7 
100 
90 
8J 
~ ~ - ~ - - - - w - ~ • • - - - • - - - - - - - • • • • ~ - - • - ~ -
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Fig. 6. ScattertP"am. of Attitude toward Pamil7 SooN arrl Mem.bership in 
Need tor Counnling Group and Not 1.n Meed ot Counseling Group 
betwen the Attitude toward Fatly Scores and the criterion groups. This 
figure s-.1ggests that while the majority ot subjects in both groups score in the 
Attitude toward others 
6.5 - 69 
60 ... 64 
.55 - S9 
50-54 
LSS9T 
!>Jot in Need 
tfC~ 
P'requerur7milati ve 
Per •ent 
100 
2 
J 
6 
9 
100 
9'+ 
84 
64 
·-----·-----~---·-----------~-~---­
-·---------------------------------45- 49 
40-44 
3.5 .. J9 
11 
14 
2 
N • 30 
90 
.54 
7 
8 
2 
M •·JO 
34 
7 
Fig. 7. Scattel"gtallt of Attitude 'l'ovard otbere Score and Membership in 
Need tor Counseling Group and Not in Need ot Counseling Group. 
~~~!"'!"'"" . 
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mecuan range, a cut-ott potnt or ou would detect at least 40 per cent of the 
seminarians in need of counseling. 
The Attitude toward Others subtest, represenced in Figure 7, correlated 
• 73 with the criteria • A cut-off score of 50 correctly identified two-thirds 
of the seml:narians in need of counseling, with only three false positives froa 
thtra Nllt in Need of Counseling group. 
In Figure 8, the individual performances of the subjects ln need of 
Subject Total ~ Priesthood Famtlx Women Others Issues c~g~f 
1 X X X X 4 
2 X 1 
3 X X X 3 
4: X X X X X 5 
5 X X 2 
6 X X X X X X X 7 
7 X X X X X 5 
8 0 
9 X X X 3 
10 X X X X X 5 
11 X X 2 
12 X X 
' 2 
13 X X X X X X X 7 
14 X X X X 4 
15 X 1 
16 X X X X X X 6 
17 0 
18 X 1 
19 X X X X X X 6 
20 X X X X X X 6 
21 0 22 X X X X 4 
23 X X X X X 5 
24 X X X X X X 6 
25 X X X X X 5 26 X X X X X 5 27 X X X 3 28 X X X X X X X 7 29 X X X X X X 6 30 X X 
...!. ...!. X 
....!. 6 23 fi - 20 Totals 13 13 9 16 
Fig. B. Frequency of Scoring Avove Cut•off Points on Subtests and Total 
LSSCT for 30 Seminarians Judged in Need of Counseling. 
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counseling are 110re cloee17 eD'!Ilined. For ea.eh or these subjects, the tre-
quenoy of scor.a above the out.otf' points tor the n.btest and total scores are 
-presented. 
In summary, the first hypothesis pNdicted that the LSSOT total and 
subtest soores would siglliticantly ditfel"entiate tho• seminarians, judged b7 
two criterion meaS\U"es, 1n 1lMd ot COtlll881ing !'rom s8D'liltaria.ns judpd not in 
need of counseling. The significant biserial correlations, presented in Table 
2 al¥1 depicted in ligures 1 thro'l&gh a, indicate support tor t.his hypothesis tor 
oom1eeling, both by' three elevated MMPI scales and P570hologists• ratings, 
scored sipifioantly htper on the LSSCr tban ee111nar1ans judged, by the same 
erltena, not in need or counseling. 
ft:!<Ugj;ip Yal.1d1tx 
Predict.i'ft validity ot the LSSCT was •asu.red by oospa.ring the scores of 
JO students who lett the _.inaZOT within a year after testing (non-perseverers) 
and JO aai.DIU"iaas who reu.ined at least thae year. (penewrers). Table J 
TABLB 3 
MB.OS AND STAJmAlm JBVIATIORS OP LSSCT SUB'fEST 
Al11J TOTAl. IEST SCORES FOR JO PERSEVERillS 
AID)ONO~ 
Te•t Persewr.ra lon.Perseverers 
• 1 ±fan sp Hun SD 
Self 133.73 10.4.5 13.5.23 9.70 
hint hood .54.63 ,5.99 60.40 a.s; 
Family 49.07 8 •"'J 48.90 8.13 .o 
Wom.ea 25.60 4.01 26.00 ).2J 
others 47.40 ,5.60 48.40 6.40 
Important Issues 57.40 .5.10 6o • .SO s.4B 
Total 36?.83 27.47 379.43 29.81 
?a 
presents the means and standard dev1at1ons of the two groups tor their LSSC'l' 
pertoraance. Comparison ot these ••• and standard devtatioDS reveals little 
dU't"erenoe in l..,.ls ot perf'ormance and in the variab1lit7 ot scores betwen 
the two groups. 
Point biserial correlationa for subtest and total Mores and the criterion 
groups ot pePse'N1'81"8 and non-persewren an 8ho1m in Table 4. These results 
fUIE4 
POM BISIR.L\1 COltltiLlfiOII 0'1 LS3CT StJBTIST AD 
TOTAL SCORES WITH PIRSEV'IRDS .AID NOLPIRSIVDiltS 
Test 
S.lf 
Pr1.esthooc.i 
Pasil.J' 
WOllft 
othen 
Illponut Ia-• 
Total Test leore 
*Sipiticant at the .0.5 leftl 
.(J? 
.)7* 
.o1 
.os 
.oa 
.28 
.18 
matcate pnenll.T nouiplttoant N1attonship8 bet .. n the attitude oatecori.es 
and the criteria ot leaTing 01' r.at.nt.na in the .. i.DaiT. One n.btest, 
Attitude towald Pnesthood, col'ftlates significantl7 with the criteria. Tha 
seatterpaa depictiq this relatiouhip is preaented in Ptpre 9• Apia, use 
of a out-otf score ot 60 identitied. 67 per oent ot the aainariau who dic.i not 
The seooncl hJpothesis 1n the stud7 sqpsted that the LSSCT total and sub-
test "ores wov.lc.i sipif'ioantl.J' c.iittennt.iat.e peraewn:n in the satnar,r t:rom 
non-penewrers. Within the definitions ot pe:rseveN.Dce and non-persewrance 
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indicates that only one nbtest, Attitude toward Priesthood, signiticantly 
dif'terentiated persevaftrs from those who te.tt the Belli..aaey. 
Attitude toward 
hiesthood 
LJ§CT 
80 -
Persevaren 
frequency Cumulative 
mr•at 
Non-Peraevarers 
frequency Oumulativa 
;II" ant 
75 - 79 2 100 
70 - 74 1 100 2 94 
65 - 69 1 97 4 87 
60 ... 64 . 4 93 12 74 
-~---·------·-----~-------·--------------------------------~----·-10 
8 
5 
1 
80 
47 
20 
' 
2 
4 
' 1 
I. 30 
)4 
27 
1) 
) 
Fig. 9. Scatterpoam ot Attitude Toward Priesthood Scores am Penewranoe 
or lon-penaftnnoe 1n .. iDaJ'T. 
Hft).iabilUY IMD£11 
'two •anfts ot re11abil1t7 tor the LSSCT wen etaplo78d, intencorer and 
test-ftteat nli.Uilit7. For 1nterseoNr nU.abiliey, protoools of '0 
881:nut.ans Wft 1Diepeldentl7 scored by two poadu.te atwients tn pSJ"holog. 
'l'lw Pu.rsoa pndut .... t eol'Nlatt.n for 111teneorer eonaiste11C7 ot .91, 
st.pitS.cant at the .Oll.ewl, i.Ddicated apport tor the t.h1rd pft41et1on in the 
current 1Jmtstipt1on. 
Test-retest reliabt.lit7 was carri.ed. out by re-exaainlng )0 nbjects two 
months after tbe7 wre ol"iciD&ll7 tested. A.p.in, the Pearson product moment ~' 
con-elation was e~~pto,..ci, yielding a signU'S.cant relationship, .84, at the .01 
lewl. Therefore, these col"''elational results supported the last hypothesis, 
that test-retest reliability wuld yiald a high, signUicant eoefficient of 
stability. 
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To evaluate the individual contrlbu.tions of n.btests to the total test 
score, and the relationships among the su.btests, intertest correlations were 
00mputed. Table .5 presents these eon-elations. In general, the correlations 
Selt 
Priesthood 
Familt 
WOl!Bn 
OtheFS 
Important Issues 
TA.BLI 5 
IHI'DCORRBLA.TIONS OF LSSCT 
SUBTIS'l' AID TalAL SCOJIS 
hi.eatbood fallilT Woun Otben 
.40 .47 .41 .63 
.)) .14 .49 
.24 .43 
.34 
Important Total 
Isms 
.59 .86 
.54 .68 
.)6 .69 
.13 .46 
.,51 .78 
.74 
among the &Qtesta are II.Oderate, am the oornlations ot eaoh nbtest to the 
total test nore are nbstant!al. Perhaps the onl;y exoeption to these favor-
able renlts an the low eol'fttlattou )'ielded b;y the Attitude toward Wo•n 
sub teat 
• 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
validitY 
Congruent validitY~ Since a primary effort in the present study, as 
shown by the first hypothesis, was to devise an objective scoring system sen• 
sitive to detecting seminarians in need of counseling, it is first very lm• 
portant to analyze the validity of these results. table 2 indicated a highly 
significant relationship (.88) between the total score on the ISSCT and the 
need for counseling criterion. None of the past researCh on sentence comple• 
tion tests yielded such a substantial correlation with similar criteria for 
adolescent and young adult populations. For example, Rohde (1957) obtained 
coefficients of .78 for high school girls and .82 for boys using teachers' 
ratings as the crlterion. Rotter and Rafferty (1950) reported relationships 
of .50 for college girls and .62 for college men between the ISB and ratings 
of teachers. Rotter et al. (1949) obtained correlations of .64 and .77 for 
--
women and men respecthrely with the ISB and teacher and counselor judgments of 
adjustment. Fiaally, Barry (1950) used the ISB with college students in 
counseling and found a .67 correlation with adjustment. 
As shown in Table 2, the lSSCT subtests yield validity coefficients 
ranging from .59 to .82 with the exception of the Attitude toward Women cate• 
gory. Comparison' with other studies is very difficult with regard to sub• 
test validity of sentence completion tests. Heretofore, authors have not 
reported congruent nQ; predictive validities for sa.tence completion subtests 
(Goldberg, 1965). As a suggestion, however, of the value of the current 
subtest validities, the comparison of the 33-item Attitude toward Self sub· 
test of the lSSCT with the 40-item ISB can reasonably be made. Rotter and 
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Rafferty (1950) reported a .62 validity for college men, between the 40-ltem 
ISB and teachers • ratings of adjustment. At the same time, the comparably 
long (33-item) Attitude toward Self subtest yields a .82 relationship with 
need for counseling. 
Several points may be stated in support of the significant congruent 
validity reported in the current study. In the first place, the establish-
ment of criterion groups for seminarians tn need of counseling utilized both 
objective testing and psychologists• ratings. Comparadvely, the present 
procedure is much more rigorous than the Rotter and Rafferty study (1950) 
which relied solely on the ratings of teachers, unsophisticated ln psychology, 
to measure adjustment. In addition, Rohde (1946) in establishing her 
adjustment-maladjustment criteria, has been widely criticized (Goldberg, 1965; 
Rotter, 1951; Zimmer, 1956) for being involved in both scoring the sentence 
completions and rating the subjects for admission to one or the other crt-
terlon group. 
As a second point, the length of the LSSCT certainly enhances its vall• 
dlty, as well as Its reltablllty (Anastasi, 1961). the test, consisting of 
100 stems, is longer than all the widely researched sentence completion tests, 
for example, the 40-item ISB (Rotter & Rafferty, 1950), Rohde's 65~item test 
(1957) 1 And Fehr's 60-completion test for seminarians (1958). Harrower's 
study (1964) falls to report test length. 
A third point involved the legitimscy or necessity for establishing 
subtest validities at All, since the past research has apparently neglected 
this aspect (Goldberg, 1965). It would seem both very appropriate and useful 
that an instrument, such as the LSSCT, whose main purpose is t~\s-T~~ 
narians in need of counsellng, provide more specific lnfo~on about ar~~ ~ 
1 LOYOLA \S\ , 
UI'H Vt:.I"(SJTY 
J 
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of conflict for a particular subject. Consequently, statistical analyses of 
the subtests appear quite justified. the congruent validity coefficients for 
five subtests, as implied earlier, seem very encouraging. Even when dealing 
with homogeneity of items within subtest categories, which tends to minimize 
the sized correlations, the relationships between the majority of subtest 
scores with need for counseling are meAningful. 
Predictive Validity. Five subtests and the Total Test score produced 
low, statistically nonsignificant correlations with the criterion of perse• 
verance in the seminary. Thus 1 the second hypothesis was not supported by 
these results. One subtest, Attitude toward Priesthood, correlated .37 with 
the criterion Which WAs statistically significant but not substantial. It is 
certainly reasonable that an individual's atttbdde toward the priesthood 
would correlate with whether he perseveres in the seminary. At the same 
time, it is just as reasonable tturt an individual may have a good attltud~ 
toward the p::iesthood but not have the emotional and intellectual capacities 
to function in ad\ a life. Consequently, reasons for leaving the seminary 
may be independent of a subject's attitude toward the priesthood. 
A second reasonable explanation for the lack of substantial predictive 
validity in the J.SSCT may be in the nature of the criterion itself. At the 
time the study was conducted, no data were avallable for mort~! than three 
year follow-ups. Currently, these students, termed as perseverers in the 
three year follow-up, have approximately five more years until ordination. 
It is not unreasonable to expect that additional non•perseverers will emerge 
during this five-year period. Certainly, it will be necessary to re•examine 
predictive valldlty at that time when a more long•term criterion ls 
available. 
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terature, on y one researCher has ncorporate~ pre• 
dictive validity in a seminary study using a sentence completion test. 
Harrower (1964) predicted lack of success in the ministry, but she used the 
Rorschach, tAT, Zondi, and the Draw-a-Person in addition to an impressionistic 
interpretation of a sentence completion test. Fehr (1958), Falomo (1966), 
and vaughan (1956) au used the sentence completion test to compare seminari· 
ans with lay students. None of these studies investigated the question of 
prediction. 
R!l!ted Issues. Very relevant to the establishment of meaningful test 
validity with reference to outside criteria, is the corollary and underlying 
concept of internal consistency or the relationships of subtest to subtest 
and subtest to total score. 'lbe most advantageous test battery employs a 
combination of subtests whose unique but important contribution to the total 
test score is reflected by low correlations with eaCh other and by moderate 
relationships with the overall score (Ihorndlke, 1949). If such a battery 
is achieved, no subtest is duplicating another subtest•s content or contri• 
button. Nor is any subtest so highly correlated with the total test as to be 
a possible replacement for the entire battery. 
Again, comparisons with other sentence completion research are not pos• 
sible due to the paucity of studies in this area (Goldberg, 1965). With 
examination of the intercorrelations presented in table 5, the LSSCT ap. 
proaches the standards suggested by 'lbomdike (1949). Again with the excep• 
tion of the Attitude toward women subtest, which contained a small number of 
stems, the remaining five categories produce low correlations with each other 
and moderately substantial contributions to the total test score. 
A further important issue is the decision to utilize cut-off scores on 
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the LSSCT as signals for need for counseling (Heinrich, 1967; Rotter, 1950). 
With reference to the total test score, a cut-off score may possibly be ef• 
fective in two directions. First, it may alert a psychologist to the need for 
further, more intensive personality testing of the individual subject. Se• 
condly, scoring above a cut•off point should lead to a more careful investi• 
gation of the LSSCT subtest categories for information regarding specific 
areas of conflict to be made use of in counseling the subject. 
In terms of the usefulness of individual subtest cut•off scores, again 
they would provide a brief profile of problem areas and the relationship of 
such problem areas for a particular individual. Additionally, such cut•off 
points are potentially useful research tools for investigating similarities 
or differences ln the patterning of subtest performance for subjects in need 
of counseling or for various samples of seminary populations. 
As an initial investigation, the present research cannot justifiably es-
tablish more than tentative cut•off scores until additional cross-validation 
studies are undertaken (Rotter & Rafferty, 1950). Encouragingly, however, a 
very recent cross-validation study by Heinrich (1967), ~o used the LSSCT 
with 50 seminarians from six different religious groups fully supported the 
current findings, seen in Figure 1, that a total test cut-off score in the 
390-400 range seemed most appropriate for the seminary population. Unfortu-
nately, Heinrich did not report validity coefficients or cut-off scores for 
the subtests. 
Reliability 
Two types of reliability measures were employed. The first, interscorer 
reliability, was examined to test the objectivity and clarity of the manual. 
Interscorer reliability of .91 for the LSSCT ls consistent with that reported 
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by Rohde (1957), Rotter, Rafferty, and Schachtetz (1949), and Churchill and 
crandall (1955). For sentence completion tests used specifically with semi• 
narians, Vaughan (1956) reported interscorer reliability as .89 and Fehr 
(1958) as .92. 
This high reliability coefficient, as predicted in hypothesis three, is 
quite important to substantiate the several advantages in administration and 
scoring of the ISSCT that the manual provides. A single protocol should de-
mand approximately 15 minutes to score, based on the average time spent by the 
relatively unsophisticated scorers in the present study. Secondly, in view 
of the fact that these scorers were given no verbal instructions, the written 
manual is apparently quite clear. Consequently, it seems reasonable to ex• 
pect that if a scorer is given some orientation and early assistance, he 
will easily develop a high degree of proficiency with the system. These 
findings are in accordance with Rotter !£!!• (1949) and Churchill and Cran• 
dall (1955) who suggest that bright college students can readily attain 
such proficiency with objective scoring systemS for sentence completion tests. 
Secondly, the ISSCT appears to measure relatively stable variables 
rather than transitory or superficial reactions. The present two-month test-
retest reliability of .84, as would be expected, is slightly higher than the 
eight-month retest reliability of .76 reported by Rohde (1957) and the 
twenty-month retest reliability of .70 reported by Churchill and Crandall 
(1955). 
A two•month retest interval appeared very appropriate for these addi· 
tional reasons. First of all, Anastasi (1961) recommends intervals of six 
weeks or more for psychological tests not involving specific learning abili-
ties or the effects of practice on proficiency. Secondly, advocating stabili-
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ty over very long-term retest reliability intervals would seem Inappropriate 
in view of the expected personality changes, resolution of conflicts, or in· 
tensification of conflicts which occur in the period of development and matu-
ration this particular age group would be experiencing (Hackenworth, 1966; 
Murray, 1958). 
Evaluation ~ l~~pUcatlons !2.£ Future Research 
The findings of the current research substantially support all but one 
of the four hypo~heses outlined in the first chapter. Tests of interscorer 
reliability indicate the efficacy of the objective scoring system and manual, 
thus providing clear instructions for subjects and brevity and clarity of 
scoring for examiners. In addition, test-retest reliability suggests the 
sta~ity of the personality variables under consideration. 
Very importantly, tests of congruent validity provide support for the 
primary value of the ISSCT as an indicator of seminarians in need of coun-
seling, while at the same time pointing to the usefulness of the subtest 
categories in yielding specific information regarding problem areas. The 
tests for predictive validity did not yield significant results. 
Based on the present study, several valuable areas for future research 
become apparent. First of all, there is certainly a need for additional 
cross-validation studies with various seminary groups. One of the specific 
values of such studies would be the investigation of the effectiveness of 
present cut-off scores with different seminary samples. 
Secondly, only one subtest, Attitude ~rd Women, proved an insensitive 
indicator of the need for counseling and correlated poorly with the total 
test score. Future study of this subtest, with view to increasing its length 
and, consequently, its reli~bility and validity, would be beneficial. 
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Reasons for the nonsignificant results regarding predictive validity have 
been offered earlier in the discussion. However, some additional, important 
questions have merit for further study. If the primary value of the lSSCT is 
to detect seminarians in need of counseling, is this factor necessarily re• 
lated to perseverance or non-perseverance in the seminary? Perhaps the more 
pertinent test of predictive validity would involve follow-up studies on semi• 
narians, judged in need of counseling, after completion of a period of such 
counseling. 
lAstly, an area of worthllttle study would involve the patterning of per-
formance on the l.SSCT subtests. For instance, is there a consistent pattern 
for seminarians not ln need of counseling? Is a high score on a certain sub-
test a mor• significant indicator of maladjustment than another? Is there a 
difference in performance on the LSSCT before and after counseling? Does a 
high score on a particular subtest suggest specific treatment procedures, e.g., 
would a significantly high score on the Attitude toward Others subtest point 
to group psychotherapy as the preferred treatment? 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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The purpose of the present study was to create a scoring system for the 
ISSCT and to examine test reliability and validity with such a system. The 
study proposed to differentiate, on the basts of a total test score and sub• 
test scores, seminarians In need of counseling from seminarians not in need 
of counsellng (congruent ''-"l!d!tl·~ And perse, .. er!ng seminarians from noR-
persevering seminarians (predictive validity). Further, the study proposed 
that ISSCT scores were relatively stable for the seminary population (test-
retest reliability) and that the scoring system could be used, with a high 
degree of roll&blltty, by non~psychologlsts (lntorscorer re!l&blllty). 
Bast research produced three Important findings utilized in this study. 
First, the coct offoctlvo sontenco completion test is one croetod to evaluate 
the problems of a specific group. Secondly, anoobjective scoring system has 
been found to be superior to lmprfts~J.nntst!c metmds booauso to letter 1s 
often susceptible to subjective evaluation. Thirdly, objective scoring 
systems increase the utility of a test as an instrument for personality assess 
ment and research. 
the scoring system developed for the lOO•stem LSSCT Is based on a seven• 
point seale similar to that used by Rotter and lafferty (1950). Typical 
scoring examples were provided in the manual, based on the independent agree-
ment of at least three of four judges. the manual also contains detailed 
administration and scoring instructions. 
Ihe total test was divided into stx subtests measuring Attitudes toward 
Self, Priesthood, Famlly, Women, Others, and Important Issues. Ibis was ac-
complished by having two experienced psychologists place each stem tn one of 
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these categories. thus, an examiner could obtain objective scores in each of 
six subtests as well as for the total test. 
the congruent validity of the scoring system was tested by comparing the 
scores of 30 seminarians in need of counseling with 30 seminarians not in need 
of counseling. the total test and each of the subtests produced substantially 
significant correlations with the criterion indicating the lSSCT is a valid 
instrument in measuring seminerlans' adjustment. It was also possible to 
determine cut-off scores indicative of maladjustment for all the subtests ex• 
cept Attitude toward Women, a subtest with a low number of stems. 
the scoring system achieved little success in prediding perseverance or 
non-perseverance in the seminary. ~en 30 perseverers were compared with 
30 non-perseverers, only the Attitude toward Priesthood yielded a significant 
correlation and it was too low to be useful. 
the efficiency of the objective scoring system and manual was demonstrate( 
by the .91 lr.tersecrer reliatility te~~er. ~~ first-year graduate students 
having no experience with sentence completion tests. In addition, the test• 
retest reliability coefficient of .84 suggests the stability of the personal!~ 
variables under sc:rutiny. 
the results of the study were promising in several ways. the congruent 
validity of the total test is the highest reported in the literature. Even 
the validity figures for the individual subtests compare very well with 
validity figures reported for total tasts. Also the subtest intercorrelations 
were moderate to low, indicating the test sraeasures several variables rather 
than the single variable typical in many studies employing an objective 
scoring system. Finally, the need for further research was noted, especially 
cross-validation studies. 
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THE LOYOlA SIKDlAltiAI SDl'BEI COMPLITION TIS'l' 
c~ ~r------------------------------~t·---------------
nease ti'Duh ott the following ~lete" senteues with arq ooncl\lsion you 
wish. SUlcle the aia oE this earolae ta to help 1ft attain some added uder-
standUIC ot J"''UMlt, try to u;pre11 llOtiou that baw Nal ....m.nc tor 7QU. 
1. When the odds are api.Ut ae 
2. I 00111.4 be baPW it 
'· It sena to ae \bat priests 
4. stn.tapra 
_s. When I thi.Dk ot ._... 
6. The fellow I ltke lean 
7. Lt-.c .. ,. r... 11-. 
8. At times I Wft'J' 
9. I take pride ill 
o. Betna aw7 tl"''a CS.rla 
1. I wolder it I haft the abilit7 to 
2. Soae people 11l authority 
I feel tmeaq with ptOple who 
4. Jtr eoue1.enoe 
.s. Wbea I ... that otben an doiDc better thaa I 
6. I 'td.ah I 0011.ld deeide 
7• I be.-. Md 
s. Pertondac iD ptlblie 
When I aa alo• 
o. The tbeapt ot pt.tt.q ani.ed 
1. 117 YOO&tin 
wtat I 4Na4 llHt abftt the aa1111l"7 
When it eoaea to apend1Jac llOM7 
It ukes Iii aelt-eoftNiou 
I 1mow it is aUl7, bat I teel neneu wbeMftl' 
ot all the things about .-u • I vlsb I could iJip1'ove 
At ttMfJ I baw felt ashamed 
My fellow atlldent.a 
II I did aot co to ta ,.ina.,. 
I oan •t •• 11p fiT 1lb.d 
COll.p&J'4Id with otMn, I 
SoMtille I a 8'Upietou of 
a, tatl»l" haJ'dl.T ewr 
lfl' (brother) ( lliater) a1ld I 
Who I • aM'Ilt to taoe a aew attutton 
Whea I •• a ohtld, fiT faatl.T 
Wlz•• I feel .... 1 i.IIJNl•• 
I 'W'1ah tbat pruata 
1fT panats th1.nk that I 
It ..... pta in 117 ..,. 
WIJea I a not U01llld, 'fill' Mads 
Jly utheJ' and I 
'!'be thoaght ot 80 .aeb }ll"&71q 
1fT •ent abtttcm in lite 
The tellan I teftd to haDI 8.1'01lnd wt.th 
It yq pal'ftts had 01117 , 
~~~~f ~ n·O lfL 
At nipt I 
,a. What I baw to do nov is 
51. I wndar whether the Mliltnary Nplatiou 
52· When I a VS.th priests 
.5:3· MT health 
54· It makes u •d 
55. I •st like 
56 !he people I t1Dd lt hardest to pt to 1mow 
S7. When I Met gt.pls 
58. I like wol'kllll with people wbe 
I aa apt to pt disoouapd ..m.n 
1fT t .. ltrap abov.t •wt.ed ltte 
I •• Deft!' happier than 
I ••lit 
People who wrk with • uuall;r 
Most ot J11.7 triend.e don't kmnr what aakea • •rvou 
I napeet that w:r pu.teet walmasa 
fH ctrl I 
I wieh 
Gettil'l to 1caov a priest 
Art:r trouble I haw wt.th stales 
Whea I p to Biles S..t.ftar.r, I vlllld.ss 
When I haft troabt. wlth soaeo• 
People whoa I eousid.er rq Rpel'ion 
Deeldiftl on -..,. vooation 
lothl.DC is bal'd.er to stop thaD 
What I think will be 117 bigpst probl• 
I 'II'Hd.er llhether aeaina stw.tt.ea 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I f'Hl pa.rt1wlarly guilty abo11t 
I wnder U a priest 
Because ot 'f!fi.1' parents 
I vender it the spirttul lite 
The nm1urian'a attitude toa!'d. 11P1• 
NT taaily 
What I look forward to most at lUes S.iDa1'7 
I 'h"''nder it one of my 110tivea 
It my father 110uld only 
I think that aports 
When I sense that the pe!'SOn in charp ts eom1ng 
CO'II.pU'ed with 110st taatltes aiu 
I pt tense whtt•wr 
What I want out ot lite 
I WOllder it I a'lt -.aker thaa •n:r others in 
I hesitate 
C0111pUed with '111' JIOtt.r, JJ.7 dad 
Things I haft deM 
The peatest d.itt1.alty lacing a pl'ieat 
I feel eteseat t.o 
Chiltl:nn 
I think ot ~lt as 
I su.tf'er most tl"'ll 
oo. Being a secular priest in Chieago 
.APPIID'Il B 
LOYOL6. SIHII.lRL\N BUrDa ~IOI 'fiST JWIOlL 
CRU.TIOB OF SCORim SIS'l*BH 
Dm'lUJC'l'IO»S fO JUDJIS 
m~Ci.IPTIGI Ol ATTITVlll CATIGC.'UICS 
You an asked to rate eaoh sentenee on the recorda 7'01! haw been cl'ftft on a 
ven point, bipolar, mental health seale aa shown belOWJ 
POSrl'IVI ..................... ----. ... .D1J".l'lAA,............................. m.A.Tm 
'lbere are three sect'ns ( 1, 2, and '' tor poaitiw eomplettou, thne 
soeres for upttve oomplettou (,5, 6, and 7) and one score (4) for Dfttral 
<tOJIPletiou. 
A response that 10'1 judp to be •Dl17 poaitiw bat no aon t.haa that, 1'8• 
t.aei'fts a Hore of .l• Whea n auwr ta qlli.te poattiw h'llt not extrael7 "• it 
neeivea a soon of 1· .l eoapletioa that you feelia ext~Wel7 1Bdioat1w of 
pocl adju.tuat is ctwn a 8001'8 of 1• 
The rules an baaioa117 the saae for a Mptive NlfPOBIM• .l aeon of l 
is ctwn to a response that 70\\ feel 11 mildl.;r t.adieatiw of oODf'ltet or aal-
adjutMat. It the completion is q\lite illC!toatiw of aala4jutaent but not so 
mach as to be rated extnM, it is sooncl .§.. If an aaswr ia poaal7 pQWho-
patholoctoal, it is eeoftd Z· 
A soon of! is ct•n to a eoapletion that ailht be oout.dend Dfttrala 
that is, it 4oea not see approprtate for &11J' ot tbe other oatepries. Suh 
,_...,..._. •ilht be evalliou, pneral cleaeripttou, aoq titles, or oliohaa. 
No aeere is ~twa it aa auwr 4oea aet apreaa at least.,.. eaplete 
~hcNght. 
The fol.lOW'UI Wotmation ebftl.cl help ,_ ill JWI' jwlpeDta. The pupoae 
of this test is to 4eteaiat t.ha pqohologioal ad~nt et da7 aoheol 
sauarr student• who are at the comr>tetton ot ~ 12 and. will enter fil'at 
,._ar of eo11ep as 'bouding seminary etudenta a tw aoathe after testing. The 
test was oonstneted to elieit the lftinarian'a attU.u&t tovudt (1) aelt, 
(2) priesthood, (3) .fami"ly, (4) women, (.5) others, and (6) blportant 1sn.ee. 
em the ne>:t page you will rind a brief positive and nept!.w cl.esel'iption of 
these attitudes. 
ldward 8heridan 
Gracluate ltucient 
Dtpt. ot Pqeheleu 
Lo,-ola Untwrs1t7 
Chieago 
AT.l'..l.IU.UIIi !'OW!Rn l"'@@JJ 
1. s.u "aelt-eat ... •, a posltiw 
aeeept.al\08 of selt, eeeing 
one '• Mlt as illclepet'ldent, 
eapable &Bd creatiw 
~. others 
11-. Priesthood 
eo..z.. tor tbe wl.taN of 
others, c!eli.N to shaN 
exper!Jtl!loes with othen, sees 
tate~nal nlationships 
ae wan nd happ7 
01 ....... te tai\7, de-
nnnc happiness and 
aeovt.ty troa taat.ly re ... 
latlouhtp, RJ'Jil feelirlg 
about its aeabers. 
Sees it as positiw, mean ... 
lqta.l.,. et ltte; vUlinl 
to pursue it in spite r4 
obstacles he foresees 
ggqm 
"selt..devaluatiou•, de. 
preciation of selt; dia-
lildng OMHlf t seeing 
•U' as incapable and 
wak. 
Fear of othen, deaiN 
to be alone, lack of re-
wal'\t1nc experi.enoes in 
interpersonal relatiota-
lhips. 
Hostility toward family 
or &DJ' ot its lle1lbel's, 
disappointment with child· 
hood or adolescent up. 
bnnging, wishing fuil7 
lite had been ditte:rent. 
Doubtful ot wcatton1 
questions own stl'tmgth, 
questions priesthood in 
ceneral. 
6. Important 
Iseues 
Sees thea as WU'lll, loving, 
and sensitt.w; is attracted 
to them and expresses teeli.ng 
he can handle this. 
Positive appnach; ex-
pres•• desift to deal 
oonstruetiTel.7 with pro-
bl••• espeeiall.y 1t 
stress is tnvolv.d; 
~--steeluat~tlUe 
bas problas one must and 
can handle. 
WoDders U' he oo lin 
without them; tht.nka ot 
them only in terme or bow 
they stimulate himl dis-
likes them. 
tJnsve ot what to dot 
tails to Nspond to 
stressr pessimiSIIJ in-
ability to make decisions 
AI'PiBDU C 
I.ETROOTIOIS ~"'0.1. CAlEGURIZilll STEMS 
ot 
1'D WYOLA IEIINARIAN .iiMICE COMPLITIOli 'l'IS'l' 
INSTRUCTIO.MS FOR CATEGORIZim BrEMS 
On the following pages you will t'ind one hundred stems used on a Sentence 
ompletton Teat tor Seminarians (SCTS). You an asked. to so:rt, t'h.E:>se sts1s into 
1x oatecmesJ attitude toward (1) Self', (2) pnnthood, (J) r,mtly, (4) 
a, (.S) others, (6) i.aportant issues. laeh stem can be plaeed in onl7 ~ne 
t.egeJ7. 'l'heN ts l'10 l!.llit to tbt D.111111er of stems ,.ou plaee i.:n any ~ftn eate .. 
O'f'T• The last nt.g017 (6) impori.aat issues, M7 DMd ~lnrlfytng. You ... ~11 
illd that 01MMt 7ft haw plaoed appl"'priate stems in the first five eateprtes, 
will haft HM •\au lett. the• at.eu an aoaewbat gneral in nat\lft bv.t 
ppear to haw potentta11)" i.Jiportant dtserbliab111t7 in measurirrg. the psyeho ... 
ogioal adjttstuat ot -1ur1.au. Thlts, they aft ptaeed 1n this rather 
5. When I thbk ot li'OMn 
to. Betr~~ aw.,· tram gU-la 
20. The theucht ot getting um.ect 
~. Wha I meet ctrla 
60. JfJ' teeliftla about urried lite 
66. The ctrl I 
81. The ... tnartan's attitude toward girls 
.APPIIDIX D 
toY0LA SEMIIABIAll Slll'liiCI COHPLI!IOI 'fiST 
JWm'AL 
hepa1"ed by 
ld:trud. , • Sheridan 
Lo70la Uniwl'Sit,-
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Scoring Rules 
In the following section, each stem -vrl.ll be presented with examples 
for the various scores. ~~en possible, these examples should determine 
the score given a completion. Since it is not possible to give enough 
examples to cover all the completions that one may f~_nd, general rules for 
scoring will be presented here. 
Each sentence completion is scored on a seven point scale containing 
three degrees of adjustment (1, 2 and 3), a neutral point (4) and three 
degrees of maladjustment (5, 6 and 7). The easiest approach to using the 
scoring system is to start at the neutral point and wo~k toward the extremes. 
Thus, if the completion is judged to be positive, one considers ~~ther it 
is mildly positive (3), quite positive (2) or extremely positive (1). If 
the completion suggests conflict, one considers whether this conflict is mild 
(5), somewhat severe (6) or very severe (7). A neutral score (4) is given 
if one cannot place a completion in a~ other category. 
Positive Responses 
A positive response is one that expresses a healthy attitude of mind. 
Completions indicating optimism and happiness as well as hope, humor and a 
positive feeling toward people are scored here. 
Completions receiving a score of three (3) are those which express a 
positive attitude toward school, sports, extra-curricular activities or a 
warm feeling or concern toward another person. 
A score of two (2) indicates a generalized positive feeling toward 
people, good interpersonal relationships, a warm family life, enthusiasm, 
hope or good humor. A score of two (2) indicates a broader positive response 
to life in contrast to a score of three (3) which indicates a positive response 
to a single aspect of life. 
Completions are scored one (l) when they express an excellent attitude 
toward people and life. Indications of strong positive feelings toward people 
in general and genuine optimism are included in this category. 
Cgntlict Responses 
These completions indicate a maladjusted frame of mind. They include 
depression, hostile reactions, statements of unhappy experiences. expectations 
of failure, interpersonal difficulties• sexual problems and statements of past 
maladjustments. 
The first degree of maladjustment which is given a score of five (5) 
indicates specific conflicts that do not appear severe or incapacitating. 
Such are worries over specific school problems, financial matters, physical 
complaints, concern over politics or specific religious practices and 
identification with minority groups. 
Completions given a score of six (6) indicate that the problems are more 
deep-seated than those given a score of five (5) and that they affect the 
personality as a whole. These typically are expressions of feeling inadequate, 
expecting to do poorly in all or most of one's school work, psychosomatic 
complaints, difficulties in relating heterosexually as well as indications of 
general social inadequacy, inability to decide on a vocation, conce~ over 
living up to parental expectations or a pervading pessimistic outlook on life, 
A score of seven (7) is given a completion that indicates very severe 
maladjustment. Such completions may express extreme family problems, suicidal 
wishes, bizarre thoughts, sexual conflicts, strong hostile attitudes toward 
people in general or feeling of confu.s.ion,. 
Neutral Responses 
These responses, which receive a score of four (4), do not fall clearly 
into either the positive or negative categories, Frequently they are simple 
evasions or meaningless descriptions, Clich~s, song titles and stereotyped 
responses are all included here, A neutral score is also given to ambiguous 
responses that might go into either category depending on the interpretation 
one gives it, 
Imoor!(ant ConsiQ,erations 
In rating a completion, the following instructions should be followed in 
assigning specific scores: 
1, Omissions are not scored. At least one complete thought must be 
expressed before score is assigned, Although omissions should be considered 
in the interpretation of a protocol, they are not consistently enough in one 
direction to rate a score, Consult the tables at the end to prorate scores 
where there are omissions, 
2, 9ualifiqations, Frequently one may find a completion similar to one 
in the manual but some qualification has been added, Such qualifications may 
alter the scoring. For example, M:y fgilx t I • i§ vea cl0§8e but I don't 
feel at ea;e with the! appears to be a positive response at first but the 
qualification actually indicates it should receive a conflict score, 
Qualifications can also lead to a more positive score as in the example, 
Mz famil.z , t • argues a lot but we are beginniJ¥ to und.erstand eagh other now, 
3. Extreme Sgores. It has not been possible tp provide examples of 
extreme positive scores (1) a.rn extreme conflict scores (7) for each stem. 
However, the scorer should feel free to use these scores if the completion 
follows the rules outlined for using these extreme categories. 
4. Unusually Long Completion. In cases where a completion is unusually 
long the general rule is to add one point to the score unless it already has a 
score of seven (7). It has been found that anxious subjects tend to write 
longer answers, seemingly finding it necessary to explain themselves. This 
has been verified under conditions where intelligence, which might seem to be 
the crucial factor here, was controlled (Rotter and Ra:tt!erty, 1950). An 
important exception is the case of a qualification. When completions are long 
because of a qualification, the score must be determined by Nhether the 
qualification is in the positive or negative direction. 
In the examples, an asterisk (*) has been placed after stems that have 
received an extra point because of length, 
5. Negati Vtll~ directed st.ems. Some stems are worded in such a way as 
to generally elicit a negative completion. For example, I feel partig'Qlarly 
gu.iltY about ,, or I get tenu whenever ,, are stems tr.lS.t one finds it 
difficult to respond to positively, In such cases, reasonable doubts are 
scored in a positive direction, The scorer should be guided in these instances 
by the examples for that stem. When examples are not available, he will have 
to judge a completion on the basis of the insight am maturity shown by the 
completion. In the majority of cases these completions will receive a score 
of two (2) or three (:3). It is very difficult to create a one (1) completion 
for most of these stems. 
S£ortng Categories 
Seven scores can be obtained from the LSSCT. The first is an overall 
score obtained by simply adding up the scores for each stem. 
Six subtest scores are also obtainable as follows: 
Attitude toward: 
Stems: 2, 8, 11, 14, 17, 19, 24, 2.5, 26, 27, 31, 32, 35, 37, 49, 53, 54, 
55, 59, 61, 62, 64, 65, 67, 77, 84, 87, 89, 91, 92, 94, 98 and 99 
Priesthood 
Stems: 3, 21, 22, 29, 38, 43, 51, 52, 68, 70, 73, 76, 78, 83, 95 and 100 
Familz 
Stems: 7, 33, 34, 36, 39, 42, 46, 48, 79, 82, 85, 88, 93 and 97 
hi omen 
Stems: 5, 10, 20, 57, 60, 66 and 81 
Others 
Stems: 4, 6, 13, 15, 18, 28, 40, 41, 45, 56, 58, 63, 71 and 96 
Imwrtant Issues 
Stems: 1, 9, 12, 16, 23, 30, 44, 47, 50, 69, 72, 74, 75, 80, 86 and 90 
Correctt2n Factors 
If a completion is unscorable for any reason, a correction factor is used 
to determine the overall score and the subtest score affected by this omission. 
To compute this prorated score, multiply the obtained score by the proper 
correction factor listed below. 
100 
Overall Score 100 - omissions 
Priesthood 
Fsmil.y 
!fomen 
Others 
Imoortant Issues 
33 
:3:3 _ omissions 
16 
1o _ omissions 
14 
14 _ omissions 
7 
7 _ omissions 
14 
14 _ omissions 
16 
16 _ omissions 

1. When the odds are against me 
(l) it makes lite more interesting; I enjoy teying 1U1Yhow 
( 2) I t17 harder; I seek to change those odds; I tey to overcome them; 
I work better; I go ahead arrl taka a risk; I work better; (indication one 
feels he can owroc:m. the situation) 
(3) I try arqvaya I try to press on; I tey to find a 118.7 out; I measure 
the pin aDd loss possibilities; I reeonsider rq position; I tr;y to do the 
best I can (indication one will continue without expressed confidence ot 
succeeding) 
(4) that's lite; I look tor help; I tum to God 
(S) I couider whether or not to give in; I sometiJiles gi-n up tr;ytng; 
I find it discouraging but bearable 
(6) I pt tenae; I usually' feel depressed; I get angr,r; I quit; I get 
somewhat paniclq; I don't like to t:ry 
(?) I run; I panic, mald.ng it ditticult to contml the situation 
2. I could be hapP7 it 
(1) 
(2) I could gift IJCII8 baportant part of myself to others; I could better 
help tthers 
()) I had health, walth and trtends 
(4) I oould finish my cines teN paper; there wre not any it's 
(.5) I wre fa.nher along in s•inary Je&rSJ ewr,ything wnt 1117 •11 
thiqs a1•78 W'Ol"ked out; I bad enough monq to do the things I want to; mo:re 
ot 'fll7 da71 wre 011t ot the ordinary 
(6) I lwl110re trtellds; I •• tull.T secmre arxi aelt-assuredJ I could malo3 
decisions; I reaeiftd. soae help; I wu always positi-n; I knew tor sure what 
my woation is; I did not WOJ'l'3" so neb; I was satisfied with myself; I 
was nre ot lite 
(?) 
). It seems to me that priests 
( 1) are really gNat people for the most part; are wmertul people 
(2) •ke good friendsJ &l"e just as human as &UJ'OD8 else, which only 
enhances their stationt are iudividwlls I would like to identity withJ are 
gen.rall.y good meua an wll-l"'ul'lded penons; have good penonaliti .. J are 
nice 1'1781 ue baPPTJ are ord.inaey' people, an ord1Da!'7 people dedicated to 
the .... thiq 
tJ> can do a lot tor peoplef are just ,.ople doiQC a bard jobJ baw 
a btc respons1b11it.TJ are not all the saae ainee tbe7 are hll11&1'1J are 
leaden DOD& •n1 should try to make religion DlOI"e •aningful to today' s 
people; if they are worthy have to be animated by lo'NJ are hard working 
(4) 
(.S) liYe a bud lites havea•t enough enthusiaa; are too otten lazy 
(6) are not partol'lling the priesthood the wa;y they shouldJ are on 
the detensive 
(7) 
4. Stranprs 
(1) 
(2) are poteDt1al tri.ndst are 'Uilally triadl.T peopleJ tucillate • 
(3) I t17 to lmov betterJ 1watenat • 
(4) don't taH •1 an people lilom I haw to ttpre outJ are people 
you bawn't •t JWtJ are peopleJ ,~ttect. • in 'ftl"iou wa,.. 
(5) 80Mtblea uke • UDMSJI are hard to talk to at tlratJ d.o not 
tatereat •1 leaYe • oold 
(6) I aa oau.tiGils ots ptt • on pa:PdJ seem to keep a to .,...ltJ 
often tl"ichtea MJ .U. • De'f'YOU 
(7) 
5. When I think ot -..en 
( 1) I tht.nk ot aomeone I can talk to and love a I enjoy 1 t 
(2) I think ot ~rsonallove; I a usually pleandc I think ot tuily 
lite 
(:') I think ot pleasantness; I think ot beautitul women; I want to be 
in their Oomp&ftTJ I think ot .arrtap 
(4) I think ot ~oplea I think ot onlJ' onea they wrully don't tase HJ 
I teellike I'm ptttnc oldfl"J I thlnlc ot per1t0na I hardly ever come in 
oontaet vlth 
(.S) I think of older -n; I baYe 1t pt •oh to do; I wish I knew 
a girl I could nallT 10 torJ I think at the coocmeaa ot GodJ I th1nk ot 
what I a aacrltioinc to achieve wrr goal ln We 
(6) I 1Dftdel' what I•a cloi.DI in the •ai•J.TJ I t17 to dillllias the 
thought 
(7) I feel l vlll cOllllit a sin of mpu.rt.ty 
6. !he fellows I like least 
(1) 
(2) haw no e_,..sionJ are those who do not want to gtve each other 
a chance to do .,.thtqa an the ••• with the least ooM1clerat1on; are 
1naeneitift to \be teeliftls &1ld aeeds ot othen otttsid• ot a particular 
P'O'l'P 
(l) ue thaee who alW78 try to show th•U apel'i.or1t7J are bragprtsa 
are people who an phonTJ are Clheaten1 an the ones who think tbeJ' lmow it 
allJ an •ltish aDII eoaoeited; are the .mov.atts1 aa the oue tbat nub me 
(4) are the p,p wbo do \he leaet1 I aTOid the 110st 
(.S) ,... the cnatest ditt1•1t7' toward '87 ptti.Dc a oharitable WQ' 
ot th1nld:acl ar. tho• who disU.ke •• 
(6) 
(7) 
7. Li:ri.ng away f'ral home 
(1) is great; is the best thing tor me now; is enjoyable; gives me a 
.t"eeline ot independence (indication ot ou.rrent verr positive expel"ience) 
(2) would be hna 110Uld 'be interentng; is a pleasant cbarlge1 excites 
•1 should be a ft1'7 good experienoe; appeals to me (expectation ot verr 
good experience) 
<:3) is pod tor a tiM; does DOt Wl"''7 •1 is no real problem tor ae; 
•ilht be f'uu 
(I+) has advutaps and dit&d'ftntageaJ is O.K., will '- ditterent; 
would be all rlcht; oa11 be bad tor eoae people and cood tor others 
(5) 18 s..aat botheNOMJ is t1m at tint but then I get boMsick; 
holds 10M dnbts tor • 
(6) llalats • aelt-eouci011.s; will be veJ"1 bard 
(?) 
8. At tiua I WOI"1'7 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) about eDOqh tiM for holuwrkl that I do not fa.lfill the 
obltcatiou I haftl when I haw troa.ble with "ff1' studies; about how honest 
I a vith .,_u, about..,. faail7 aDd Mends 
(4) abollt cradesa that I tiOl& lU. oollepJ about pusiDC 
(.S) tbat I c!on1t haw the· a.paett7 tor loft and dedication •ce•saJ'T 
to beoou a pJi.estJ abnt stltpid thirlp; about lite in gneral1 about -q 
imu.turit7J too wuch about trl.rul thtngs 
(6) about llbat. u t.o beoo. ot •1 aboltt. vbat to do about -q voeation; 
about corNet lcnowledp ot SUJ about wMt'blr I v111 be a ncous; that 
none ot ..,. ,.... reallJ' lin MJ abeat the fUture 
(7) about eftrythtng under the nn 
9. I take pride in 
(1) 
(2) 1Q'8el:t; being able to help ethers; rq acoomplisbments; friendships 
with interestillc people; doing well; rq sense ot httmot-f 1ll' achievements; my 
friends; rq ideas am aehieftMnts 
(J) '1fT sohool 110riq fll' pbJsical eapabilitieat yq YOO&tion and rq 
taail.TJ rq status u a 8811iDarianJ Ill' good aarks; tq ability to reaetlber 
thinpl -q poneeaioaa and taail7t 'Ill athletic abilitiee; .-; pitar plaring; 
beiDI a rebel, diftel'fttl a:r Jmovleclp; cnative actiTity such as painting 
and wnting; yq aptitude tor setenoet lfl' intellect, m:r wol'ka doing a good 
job; ewr",Ythinc I attapt to do 
(!f.) bei.Dc alift 
<.s> 
(6) ncthiag really 
(7) 
10. Beine away fi'OII girls 
(1) 
(2) 
(:l) is a bit ..._al bat pro-.'bl7 neees8&J7 
(4) has net att..W •• 18 ao ....- pl"'blemt dMs •t tr.aenclou17 
bothe:r •• does not .... too baN 'Dft'l takes aettt.aa 'tllild to 
(.5) leafta a sltcht pp ia W1' life DOWJ scaeti'Ma •kes • teel 
untaltilledt lnut.s 
(6) 'botben •1 hu lillitecl WIT oaapet.e1107 tor social interrelationat 
ukea u uneasy when I aeet tJJ.; 1411 be ftJ7 hard 
(7) wuld be hell; depresses •t causes • anxiety 
1~. I wonder it I have the ability to 
(1) 
(2) 
t;) 
{4) entertain and aet; judge with<Nt bias; be a locd busirless un 
(S) do What I nnt to in liteJ deal etteetiwly with people, Nally 
do ~<>•thine good aD! wol'thwh1le1 be a good priest 
(6) persewre in lf!T TOC&tiont adjust to adalt lite; becoae a matUJ"e 
adulta love one gt~l all Y1J.7 litet get a college dapee 
(7) 
12. Some people in authority 
(1) 
(2) 
{3) are vi• 
(4) I soMtimes won:ler abo\tt 
(S) taD little tilll to _.ntaDd the people they guidea uke n.les 
that al"e bad ror people tn general, ltlce to ex&l"Cise it too auch; should 
not be 
(6) ue pboniesa are eroolced; bother me beenee ot their attitude; 
let it go to their heat!sa are l.aQ'J anger • at their inability to be in 
athoritya don't •• their atho!"lty e'll01lgh and property 
(7) tum f17 guts; dispst ae; make me stek1 get on rq nerves; become 
tyrant• 
1:3. I teel uneasy with people who 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) do not want to accept othen as they are; assel"t their autbori ty 
without being dip1011atio; are lmf'l"iendl.y'; are sarcastic and hard to get to; 
are very ol"itioalt an intellectual phoniest think they know it all 
(indication other penon 1s di.ttioult to lU:o) 
(4) talk a lot; do not aake easy tonTenatton 
(.5) an liDadu-.tedJ are older aDd Mft learned than I am; are 
surte:r than I aa; an qUieti are leu wll oft than I aa; hold a definite 
edge owr MJ I a oat of place with; ignoN me (indication writer feels 
inadequate); haw a11thorit7 
(6) size • up 
(7) 
14. My ccmaoienoe 
(1) is in tine sbapeJ is good; is clear 
(2) to ae is quite realiatioJ is Te'Q" useful to u 
(:3) tells • bml I should handle JITaeU'; keeps • on the straight and 
nanov; helps u tight spots 
(4) is aineJ tells ae I should alWQ's do l"icht; is lf1Y iUide; seldom 
bothers u; is uau117 at ease 
(.5) bothers m.e when I 111 in the vroncJ bothers • when I am unkind to 
a friend; oau be comproat.sed through rationalization 
(6) bothers •• is doubtf"u.lJ is quick to point out my -wrongs 
(7) bothen • a lota is veey scrupulous 
1.r;. \fuen I see that othel"s are doing better than I 
(1) 
(2) I try to leam from them 1t it is possible; I try to f'ind out if' 
I am doing my best; I try to do better; I launch a campaign to aequi.re 
that skill; I try to work harder 
(3) ! wish I could do as well 
(!~) Sometimes I teel bad, som.et1ll8s I tz-y harder; ! do not m:L"'ld it; 
I rest.gn llj"selt to tbe tact that we are not all the same 
(.5) I do not oompare them with t17selt; I try to do bettel" than them 
(6) I get diacovapd and. disgutedl I teel depressed.; I get jealous 
(7) I take it tor granted 
16. I wish I could decida 
(1) 
(2) 
t3) what t:vpe ot people I would 1U. to work with as a prlest 
(4) what kind ot ear I like beat, 1.t I'• a dnoont or republican; 
what to do with tq tree ti.llel correotl7 about what I deeidel how to answer 
these questions 
(.5) whether or not I oould last long enough in the prlesthood to do all 
I want toJ what God wanted me to doJ 1t I haft the li'1'0l'lg views ot the priest-
hood or notJ what I should do after graduation 
(6) whether or not to become a priest; betwen the priesthood and lay 
life; that there's a God; wy vocationa on llf1' place in lite; what I really want 
to do in lite 
(7) about J1.7 place in society right now it I wanted to be a priest or not* 
17. I become sad 
(1) 
(2) when I aee people hurt; when I consider bitterness or cynicism in 
othen 
(j) when I see povertn at the death ot a loved one; when I am away from 
friends; -w-hen Ihurt someone else; when I see others being uncharitablea when 
I fiunk a testJ when somethiDC I haw planned for does not work out 
( 4) on gloomy dq'a; when there 1.a something that causes rae to be sad 
(5) when I think ot eou ot the things I haw done1 when I think o£ how 
much my paNnts and others know about the faitha when I think of the time I 
haw wasted a when I aa innltedr when things don •t go TfJY WTJ when I make a 
mistakeJ when I think of ay tailings 
(6) when I work ao hard and aceOill)lish nothingJ when I a• alone; when I 
am mocked 
(7~ 
1t'.. Pertorm.ing in public 
(1} is what I like to do a lota is V&JY• very attractift to me 
(2) is a challenp to •a ukes • teel good and ilnl)Ortant; opens great 
opportunitiee 
(3) I like' is al.rlghtJ ukes • MJ'TO'Us until I pertOl'll 
(4) is dttticult at times; easy at other times; does not atrect ••; does 
nc·t appeal to mea is not ..,. ambition, does not bother M 
(.5) bothers mea •kea me ne:rvousa swells ay head 
(6) makes me extJ'ftely ne:rvoua, scares me 
( 7) is odious to me 
19. When I am alone 
(1) I enjoy it 
(a) I can be ereativea I work best, I am contentJ I am satisfied 
()) I think or my tuture and my education; I enjoy l"eading; I can 
usuall7 entertain myself; I usually •nt to do something; I sometimes :f'eel 
hapPJ' 
(4) I think; I read; I feel 01; I try to keep myself busy 
(.5) I waste tt.-.e; I talk to myself 
(6) I s0118t111let feel de~erted; I think about myself' too much 
(7) I feel isolatedl I•a depressec:l; I feel lonely 
20. The thoqbt of getting married 
(1) is delightfltl, but not tor me 
(2) seas to be .tunJ appeals to ae1 seems pretty good; interests me 
(:3) makes me feel seeure; is alrighta is attractive but not entirely 
so; should be considered; is not too important to me 
(4) has entered rq mind; rarely oCftl"8J is the opposite ot the priest-
hood; bas c0111 to • before& does not always appeal to me 
(S) is in rq mind as wll as being a priestJ leaves me a bit cold 
(6) has Mver oHUJ"1"8d to u; is desirable but teartul; doesn't mean 
anything to mea bothers me 
(7) gets • contused 
21. MY vocation 
(1) is solid; is well decided 
(2) is my moat precious treasure; is the most illportant part or my lite; 
is deeided by me; ia to beeo\'118 a priest; reels strong; is sallething I 
treasure highly 
(3) is as strong as I hope it should be; is getting stronger; is God-
senti is as strcmc as eTer; nems seeure to me 
(4) is a contract; will be in some law enf'oroihg agency; is pretty 
well decided 
(5) is always on yq mindJ is I think, to be a priest 
(6) is und.ecided; is cloudy; is in doubt; is uncertain; is nuctuatinc:; 
f'or the priesthood is "on the renee" 
(?) 
22. What I dread 1110at about the 8811inary 
(1) 
(2) is not really anythingJ is nothing 
(3) is that it proteota • too nch; is bmlaturl.ty in me and yq class-
mates; is the earl.J' rising; is laek ot opportunity to develop 
(4) is not banng enough tiJie to st1adya is not bei'l\t able to listen to 
the radio 
(5) are priests I don't see eJ8 to -.,e witht is certain subjects or 
certain proteaaors& t.a the wrkt is Latin elass {Aft1' specU'ic subject) 
(6) is beinc P'tshld past my ability; t.a the punishment tor breaking its 
law; is not enoqh encouragement to press on when things look badJ is staying 
too long it it is not tor u; is being away from girls; is having my ideas 
misunderstood or suppressed 
(7) is being locked-up therea is leaving civilization; is the isolation; 
is being away trom "regalar" people; is loving everyone f'ull time 
23. When it comes to spending money 
{1) 
(2) I try to do it wisely; I think before I spend; I usually am satisfied; 
I like to when there is a good reason tor doing so; I do it freely and enjoy 
it it I have it• 
(:3) I am usull.J' thrif'ty; I try to lo!tep it low; I don't spend it 
toolishlYJ I don't 18&lly worr,r about it; I'm not tight; I'm usually practical 
( 4) l spend it accol"di\'1117 
(5) I don't llka to; I'm ~ther ticht; I•a a spendthrift; I'm cheap; I 
don't; I'm only thrt.tty or extraugant; I tend to be lartsh; I am usually 
reluctant; I can't be beat 
(6) I can't control .,_u 
(7) 
24. It aakes ae selt-eonecious 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 1lha'l I • poorl7 dressed tor an occasion a to be the only Negro in a 
large grou-p ot people 
( 4) when I trip or drop ac:aething in p\lblic; when I -play sports 
(5) when I g& a low 1l&l"k on a test; to talk about lilY' spiritual lite; to 
show ay work; when I think about 'llJ' wight; to crack a sick joke; to mis-
pro'DOlll'lOe woJ"ds; to show-ott; to gift a talk 1ft class; to see a person dreseed 
like a pig; to be the center ot attention; to consider -q ap-pearance; when 
people mock •• beoa..- or my clothes 
(6) when areutli those abow me; to talk to girlsa to be asked a personal 
question; to see others doing better than I 
(?) to be with people; when I an in the general public; to be made a 
spectacle or 
2.5.. I lmow it is silly's but I teel nervous whenever 
(1) 
(2) I go to the dentist 
(3) I am under pressure a I prepare tor a big teatt I take a teat 
(If) I a doing what I know is art. ,roper tor the time; I plq organized 
s-portst I sing alone 
(.S) things don't go according to schedule; I answer a question in class; 
I talk to people who an aul"ter than I; I am tl"Y'inc to 111preea.1.aomeone; I am 
just about to &o to aontesaion1 I go daaoing; I speak in tront ot the class 
(6) I haw to ... t a girl; I aention rq deceased lather to a priest; 
I am nth peopl•J I a areud the girls I graduated with 
(7) People stare at me 
26. ot all the things about rqselt, I wish I could improve 
(1) 
( 2) my 0011passion tor others 
(3) my leaming ability; WIT intellectual appreciation; my grades in 
school, my lmovledp; w:r persoslitn 'lf1' cbal"it:n JAJ' ettort 
(4) w:r golt nine~ w:r language; m:r ph1'Jioal t1tnessa .,-body 
(S) my taper; w:r habit or talld.ng about others; my appearance; rq 
selt-oontrol ot J1tf tO'ftl\leJ yq atal'lding with other atude'ftts; rq will power 
(6) &nJOlle of rq un:r faults; wrr social eom.petenciea, yq sett ... 
aceeptanoe; w:r matmtY--
(7) 
27. At times I haw telt ashued 
(1) 
(2) when I couldn't do something I had proaised to 
()) when I haw embarrassed others; tor doing thirlgs I shouldn't; about 
an injury or ha.l'Dl done to &Jl70MJ about foolish mistakes I have madea about 
some of m:r failures in life; ot Jff3' uncharitable thoughts 
(4) ot wrr marksc ot my unoleJ beoauH I didn't know the correct answers 
(.5) to enter a tanq restaurant; ot getting caught disobeying rules; of 
my pet bell)'; of being a 1101l•Conformist; ot II)"Mlt; of l1If body build; about 
my looks; about WIT h011se; I oouldn 't do as wll as others 
(6) ot eexaal desires; because ot 1:apure thoughts; ot being a 
seminarian; to show low 
(7) 
28. My fellow students 
(1) are all g1."N.t fellowt are the best bunch ot guy'S in the world; 
are a bunoh ot nice guys 
(2) like •1 aoaept •1 seem lUte a cood bu.noh ot tellovs; are ft!"Y 
helpflll 
( 3) are ..:r Mends I are good s•1.narians eaoh in his own W&Y'J 
fascinate •; are OOIUiiderate to Mf all haw their good points; I hope 
enjoy yq eompllftTJ an a sovoe of t•117 .,..ri.t;r along with m:r own taily; 
tor the most part, 11ke •1 are all l'igb.t 
(4) l.ft lika other people; are all individuals 
(S) appear to be ohildieh; neYe:r ask 1118 to go out with the when w are 
away trom the lftiDaJ"Y' 
(6) ua • feel uncomtortableJ are my greatest test ot cbarityJ 
generally don't interest me 
(7} 
27. At times I have felt ashatled 
{1) 
(2) wb.en I couldn't do S011eth1nc I bad proaised to 
()) when I have embarrassed others; tor doing thir.tgs I shouldn't; about 
an injury' or ha:na done to any'One; about foolish mistakes I have made; about 
SOM o£ m;r failures in lif'e; of 'fff9' uneharitable thoughts 
(4) of 'fiT marks; ot ay uncle; becauee I didn't know the correct answers 
(.5) to enter a tancy restaur&Dt; ot getting aught disobeying rules; of' 
yq pet bell.7; of being a DOn.contormi.sta ot myv:elt; ot 1'fl7 body build; about 
yq looks; about rq houea I ooulcb11t c1o as well as otbere 
(6) of eexul desires; because ot iJlpul'"e thoughts; of being a 
seminarian; to show low 
(?) 
28. H.r tellov students 
(1) are all great telloWJ are the best bunch ot P7S in the world; 
are a bunch ot nice 1UJS 
(2) lilat me; aoaept •1 sen like a good bunoh ot tellows; are very 
helpflll 
(3) are q trinds; are good s•inarians each in his own wa~n 
fascinate •; are oonaiderate to me; all have their good pointsa I hope 
enjoy 'fffl oompa.DTJ an a solU"'e ol. ta11.7 seeul'ity alons with rq own familn 
tor the 110st part, like MJ are all right 
(4) ue like other people; are all indivi.duls 
(.S) appear to be childish; never ask • to go out with them when w are 
away 1'rom the seminary 
(6) alat ae teel UDCOlllton&bleJ are my greatest test ot charity, 
generally doD 't interest me 
(?} 
29.. If I did not go to the seminary 
(1) 
(2) I would go to another eolle~B and become a lawyer or teacher; I 
would become a teacher (al'J1' spectf'ic occupation) 1 I would seek high 
education; I aa sure what I would do 
(3) I -would. sooner or later be th1nking about voaations1 I would 
probably get marriedt I would probabl,- raise a teilyJ 1117 lite would be much 
ditterent 
(4) I would have gon• to another school 
(S) I have no idea at all what I wuld haw done; I would be lost at 
this timel I 1110uld be unbap}T.f 
(6) I would J)I'Obabl;r have liON initial anxiet;y than 11l08t when adjusting 
to a college, coecba.oation lite• 
(7) I'd be dead now 
)0. I can't make u, rq aind 
(1) 
(2) tlben there aN two pod thinp that oontlict with one another 
(4) what to pu.t dowD tor this qu8Btion; about trivial thtngs 
(S) I al_,. do rt.pt .,.,., when I BJMDd a 8111 of 180ll871 about polities; 
wbat hOile'fiiOft I ant to do tintt whether to join aftOtber or not; about 
which ssaiDU',Y' to go to 
(6) about rq ftO!ltionJ whether to ccmti.Aue to drop out; as to what I 
shollld bel about serious •tten1 about fl7 tw.e value1 about lite; on what 
to do with wr:1 Nlat1onsb1p with 'fflY' cirll about '1'117 suitability as a priest 
(?) 
)1.. Compared with others. I 
(1) 
(2) don't do too bad; am very outgoing; am good 
(3) like m&!17 things they like; am just as good as most but of COUI"Se 
talents Tal"TJ I'm about awrage1 stand out i.n some ways, tall back in 
others; st\ldy hard.etl; am better in.telleetually; seem to be quite normal 
(4) a he&'f7J a Wl7 slow 1n LatinJ u not u aood in athletics; am 
ftl7 qu.iet 1 am d1tt'e8nt 
(.5) don't knovJ tend to overwork: lq'sel.£ and others 
(6) a more mora.listie; us V8'1!'7 envious at times; am owrly dependent 
and inse<N.ft; teel I don't belq here 
(?) must be a real jerk; am boring 
)2. Sometillles I a suspicious ot 
(1) 
( 2) nothing web 
(3) people 'tlbo an too nice to MJ a aooth talkel' 
(4) other people st'l'&nprs 
(,5) people just beeauae of their lookst rq intentious; people who tum 
against MJ s011e0ne '• IIOti.'ftSJ '1fT mott:fts; rq intention ot being a 
seminanana rq fellow s•inartans; the p.ys I work with; people who do better 
than I dot 'fl'1 professon 
(6) others in my family; 'flfT triends; the dertl ni.ning my vocation; 
people talking behi.Dd rq baokJ llhat other people think ot me 
(?) 8'ft%'70!le' things going on about me that I am unaware of* 
JJ. My lather hardly ever 
(1) showed displeasure towards me; lacks warmth. trleDdllld.p or under-
standing 
(2) taught me wrongJ got trivial with UJ got angry with us 
(J) punishes •; reprimands u; lectures me; spanked me; swore; 
~iscouraged u; de1lies me anything 
(4) talks about religion; wasted mone;r; recreates anymore; drinks; 
~ats supper with • 
(5) stops wol'171ng; wnt to Church; gives in to taeJ hits me; yells 
at me at the top ot his voice; speaks quietly 
(6) talked to • about 88XJ did 8Jl7th1.ng with me; treats me like a man; 
eoapU.•nted • 
(7) sa78 alqthinc Mnsible 
)4. Ml' brother (sister) and I 
(1) pt alone peat; haw a lot of tun; get along well; work together 
and get along wll 
(2) like to do things together; are close; have hnJ have a great 
time playing sports 
(J) get along better as w CJ'01I older1 have usually played together; 
~re t.aproving ov relationsbiPI get alongJ argue 
(4) aN both SRiaa.riana 
(S) don't pt aloq too wll 
(6) have a lot ot tightsJ argue very auch 
(7) 
~5. When I u about to f'ace a new situation 
(1) I usually look forward to it; 
(2) I am usually calm.; I torge on; I feel secure; I hope tor the best 
and tr:r to do m.;y beat; I try to be optimistic but cautious; I enter it hope-
tully 
tn I think over ita implications; I t:ry to think it through; I say a 
pra)'8r; I investigate it; I :race it; I like to be prepared; I get excited 
(4) I hesitate 
(5) I a ne!"f''U on the inside bv.t try not to show it; I get nervous; 
r am a,...hensive; I wrry about it; I teel amdoust I rush right in; I 
"eel lost with ones that puzle mea I u scared 
(6) I a11 extr.el;y anxious; I become overly nervous and tense 
(7) I panic it failure i.s probable 
~. When I was a child, 117 family 
(1) vas alva71 baPP7J was wry wan; was ve:ry good to ae 
(2) vas quite cloaea was a great guidance; pw me freedom when I 
~ded it and -proteetion when I needed that too; was prett7 active and close-
fmit; vas good to •1 was and still i.a very close 
(3) was oloaer totetherJ was interested in outdoor actiVities like 
"'iahi.ng and swiaing, wnt places together 
(4) was nallera mowd1 vas di.fteJ"entt was strict; treated lH as one 
(S) did not allow ae to work for what I got; coddled MJ overprotected 
lieJ didu't do much 
(6) was split-up; rarely got together; dressed me like a little prince 
(?)mocked me 
4). The thought or so much praying 
(1) delights me 
(2) appeals to me; satisfies me; interests me 
(3) doesn't bother me; doesn't shock meJ makes me think o£ more help; 
helps mec seems difficult at first but 1.can be satis.f'ying; makes me feel 
secu.r. 
( 4) shocked me at first 
(S) somettmes scares me; when I was younger, wasn't so badJ bothers 
me; wears me outJ ukes • feel wasted.J bothers me because m.uch of it is 
routiueJ Jd.gbt deter me trom becoming a priest 
(6) leaw me ooldJ tri.ghtens 118J bores me 
(?) makes u siok 
44. My secret ambition in lite 
(1) ; 
(2) is to do good in wbatenr I tl"TJ is to be satisfied with li7Self; 
is to get the best out ot 111' eduoationJ is to be a priest, a good. one; 
is to be nceesstul at wbatenr wy 'fMat.ion iac is to help people 
()) is to be betteP than &ftl'&PJ is to be a chaplinJ is to be a 
bishopJ is to be a scientist; isto teach; is not secret, tor I want to be 
a priest; is to be ccmrpletel7 devoted to God; is to become sOMbody and do 
somethingJ is to get something published; is to compose a great piece or 
serious lllUSiCJ is to be poeat tor God' is to be a wll-known, but talented 
actor 
(4) I don't thiDk I haw one 
(.S) is to be PMtJ is to be a golt pro 
(6) is to be on an island with only me and the native girls 
(?) 
37. When I feel sexual impulses 
(1) 
(2) I regard them as normal ancl part or being alive, then I tey to 
ehannel my energies into other areas• 
(3) I think of li'lat I am offering up; I brash them aside; I try to 
torpt th•J I try to think ot 8011athing else; I t17 to think about focation 
am sactl"i.fioeJ I control tho; I t17 to 811p'JIPIU thn; I tP.r to get 
interested in something else; I tl"3' to act normallyJ I say a short prayer; 
I don't bide them 
(4) they puzzle me but don't excite me 
( .5) I SO'IIleti.ltea give inJ I tr.y \o t \.ght thea, I Ul UlleaSJ" 
(6) I beoome wak; I teel gai.lty 
(7) I tMl ashamed and fearful; I get flustered, worried am 
embal"JJ'&saed 
38. I wish tbl priests 
(1) 
(2) oould do a lot llON tor people; 1I8J"e all as 1d.ncl as 8011.8 I know; 
wre all like Jesus Christ 
(:3) would talk liON about the priesthood by way of ex&lllples in class; 
were closer to t'Mir people; would associate with u more 
(4) would prepare btttter HNOns; did not rwsh through Mat~us in our 
parish 
(.5) would not do aoaeth1nga that give seandal; would worl"3' about the 
souls they are supposed to save instead or others; would act like they should; 
were -.ore eonsideftte; WN better, knew ewr,rl;hing; wuld not place 
theuelws eo high above eftl7bod;,n weren't ao worldln didn't teach at the 
semin&1"7J were mol"e frtel'ldln could be lUl"!"iedJ could see it our way at 
times; wen less apprehenaiw ot their superiors and their right to ::..-u 
(6) wre abo'ft human frailties; could tell me my vocation; were not so 
(7) 
39. My' parents think that I 
(1) 
(2) aa a good teenager; am capable of making my decisions on my olll; 
am a good son to them; am a fine example for -.y younger brothers and sisters; 
can get along pretty well by myself; a.a a nice gun am a very good boy 
(3) made a good decision about rq 'loo&U.cm; can ll8.ke it; am intelligent 
have a good sense of humor 
(4) will become a priest; should do things at the proper timeJ am 
completely happy; don •t study enough 
(S) should become a priest; always take the Chureh's vi.ev ani not the 
lnuwl vi.ewJ hang ai'Ound with the wronc guys 1 should be m.ore respectful; 
am better than I am1 am iaatlll"e at times; am something I am. not; am lazy; 
am too 111.ld; am a good boy but a little disrespectful; am much more angelic 
than I really am 
(6) am ver:~ selfish 
(7) will never grow up; can't do mueh; am stupid; am a hypocrite 
• If souone gets in my way 
(1) 
(2) I think of his feelings 
(3) I try to be somewhat understanding; I usually step around him; I 
sk hill 'tfb7 
(4) I wait until he moftSJ I don't like it; I try not to be angry; 
tey to be patient 
(S) I back dovna I don't bothe to get in a fight1 I get out of the 
; I hesitate to ask hi.ll to move; I'a tru.stratedJ I usually give in 
(6} I push him out of the way; I try to win him over to my side and, 
that tails, 1'"lln him overJ I walk around him muttering; I walk over him; 
knock him down •• go around hill 
(7) I feel like disposing or hill in any way possible and I dream of it 
41. When I am not around, my friends 
(1) 
(2) still have a good times get along tine 
(3) inform me on what I have missed; shoot. the bull about s011lebody 
elsea wish I was; probably go on liVing just the same; act the same; act 
normallyJ get along without ••1 do the same thingsa do things without me 
(4) I'm with others or by myseltc I'm alone; don't do anything out of' 
the ol'dinar;y 
(S) don't talk about •; I feel lonely; might talk about me; do not 
seem too il'lterest.ed.; don't seem to lli.as me; don't think of JUJ ignoN me; 
miss me, I hope; think about me, I pass 
(6) 
(7) I wouldn't want to know; laugh at me; I am with enemies 
42. My mother and I 
(1) are great friends; have tun with each other 
(2) are V8l'J' close1 can talk things out together; speak a lot about 
various things 
(3) are fairly closeJ undentand. each other; are close to each other; 
hit it off pretty wll; haw a good taily relationship; are friends; 
get along 
( 4) ..,. mother is deceased 
(.5) are not close; aoaetimes don't get along; she babies m.e; are 
getting further apart 
(6) don't get along too well at all 
(7) 
4.5. The .fellows I tend to hang around with 
(1) are great gays 
(2) an olean-cut guys; are .tun-lovingJ are usually stiliUlating 
company-; are all good seminarians, have my best interests at hearta are 
hapw 
()) are about the saae as I aa1 are pretty good CUYSJ are interesting; 
are niae 1\1181 an 11.7 apeedJ haft the ._ interests I doJ infiuence my 
lite; have c011110n interestsa an pntty eas;r going guys; are good f'riends; 
have stailar interests and detieiencieaa are talented 
(4) are O.Jt. 1 are aeainal"ians; azoe less athletic and more intellectual 
(5) are all qttitting tbe aeminal"TI are the "swingezos" 
( 6) don't understand me 
(7) 
46. It my parents bad onl.J' 
(1) 
(2) been leas lUldemanding, I might not haw turned out the wa7 I have 
()) more novit7 iD their future lite; had mozoe mcmey, they wouldn't 
have to work so hal'd 
(4) been taller 
(.5) a little -.ore llOM7J been a little l'1.cher I would have more JIC.mey; 
bought me a pail" of ice skates when I vas ~~~all; let • auociate more with 
kids my ow ap, I would ttl. ach SUftr ot 117881£; used some basic principles 
of pqcholOCT when they nised me and -q siblings; been rougberJ been with us 
liOl"ttl believed tbeil' taith; not been so critical; been a bit mo:r. strict 
with mea been stronger in their wa:rsa taught me zrespect; allowed e to work 
on my own; not tried to eurb 'fiT lett-handed tendencies; bad a girl; mozre 
hope tor sucoesaJ been younger 
(6) a little 1110re confidence in me; preserved their urriage; had me 
two years earlier; taught me the facts ot lite 
(7} accepted me 
47. The turning point in my lite 
(1) 
(2) was the day I felt I really understood my best .triend am f'elt he 
knew it•; was when I saw Christ at its center 
(3) is •de 1n WIT seminary yean; was when I decided to become a priest; 
was when I caae here; was when I began to wonder about 'ff'l1' "'lcation; was my 
decision to com.e to the sem.inaJ"T, was rq decision to leaft the semiury; cae 
when I realized I •• wasting my lite and bad to do something about it* 
(4) hasn't an1.vedt was when I broke WIT legJ was going to a prom; was 
liVing alla.Y' troa homeJ is COiling up soon 
(S) was rq quick deoision not to be a priest; is now; was my rather's 
(mother's) death 
(6) 
(7) 
48. Jt;y father and I 
(1) aft peat buddiesJ are olose as oan be 
(2) are elose to eaeh other tn aany thingsJ pt along very wll; eou.ld 
be .,.., ehuay aJMI do •oh toptherJ haft a elose relatiODShip 
{3) •sed to play oateh together; agree on most points; have come oloser 
together thl past few JUPII talk a lot; pt alonct are triends; both like 
sports; an like friends 
(4) are about awraply close; I neftr knew 1q rather; look alike 
(S) do not always see eye to e,.a; do haft a tew arg'Ulllents; an too 
~eh alike 
(6) do not understand each other; don't get along; aJ."e aot wry oloM 
{7) 
49. At night I 
(1) am very lll11ch at peace with myself am God 
(2) 
(:3) like to go out occ.sionalcy with classmates; like to read; t1:7 
to sa7 the beads; think a lot 
(4) sleep; ~Ull go to bed1 listen to the radio; do not go to 
bed WJ7 e&rlJ'I dreaa about preaching in front of a full church1 stud3 
(.5) hardly ewr go out; unwindJ bave a hard tille falling asleep 
(6) worry about '1113 probleu and think about '1113 girl 
(7) a sometimes scared to and of death 
50. Wba t I have to do now is 
(1) 
(2) -q best in all studiesJ be honest; pleasing to •1 up to me; 
finish this exaa 
(') lltlD a nooen of lll7 life; have faith in God and liJ'SiltJ pra7 and 
~ss sehoolt grow as a penon; find out what God's will is tor me; find a 
~raotieal illOentiw \tt proyoke • to do wll in rq studiesJ get good pad.esJ 
1-r--·- .., lite 1ft oHer to bee-. a pri•tt "bear down" aDd. do what I am ~pposed to; WPk hlutder 
(4) finish fourth 1M!"I lin each da7 as it ocaes 
(.5) decide 
(6) ow:roome iJifaitn bold unto -r TOCation 
(7) 
51. I wonder whether the seminary regulations 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) are what they should be; are too strict; satisfY all; will hinder 
me; are unrealistic; an old-fashioned 
(4) could be illproved much& vill change; will allow me to listen to the 
basketball games 
(.S) should be criticized; are meant to help or binder; are strict 
enough; will beca. lax on ditfel"ent things; are too eaq; are ever obeyed; 
do not tUI"ll out machines instead of thinkers; are too liberalJ help or hinder 
[Personality development; will be too strict tor me; are equally wise o'l 
reasonable 
(6) 
(7) 
~2. When I am with priests 
(1) I enjoy .,_u; I a happy 
(2) I tel like I a one ot thnla t am at ea•J I enjoy their company; 
usually have a good t1u1 I teel aueh at homea I feel verr good 
(3) I am fti"J' iraquir1ng; I teel I would like to be one of them; I feel 
ooepted aDd I tey to be helptul*; I aa aoft coaf'ortable than with strangers; 
tey to be pleasant; I usually feel Oflllf'ortable; I feel happy and secure and 
lose to God 
(4) I like to listen; I'm not afraid of them; I feel 0.1. 
(.5) I feel a little self conscious; I a unoomtol"tableJ I feel shy; 
watoh thell; I'm 1tfte887J I'm not sure how to aet 
{6) I feel oritical of thn; I f .. l interior; I feel defensive; I 
eel I am not a part ot the grou.p 
(7) 
S). ~ health 
(1) is gl'"eat; couldn't be better 
(2) is very good; is excellent; has been good all my life; is one 
or God's greatest girts; is sound 
(:3) 1.8 rtnea is good; is O.l. 
(4) is something I do not have a problem with very af.'ten• 
(S) leaws something to be desired; with the exception or being tired 
is not in bad shape* 
(6) 
(7) 
S4. It makes me mad 
(1) 
(2) to hear people talk against people and things they don't lmow any-
thing abouta to see som.eone be cnel to SOlllltOneJ to see illogical, bigoted 
ar~ts1 when I nunk by one point 
(') to think ~ ecae ot the oppression in the world; when I see 
segregation in good aehools; to ... SCIMOne tlagrantly disobey school ru.les 
and gift bad example1 when I lUke a foolish mi&akel when Jq classmates act 
like ohi.ldrenl to tail a teat after studyi.JagJ to ... others be unobaritable; 
when I tail to do wll 1n a gae; to ... a little py beil\g picked on; to see 
superstitiou Catholios; to observe phonin.ss in JO'Hlt or othersJ to see 
others pic_. eaa to see a bully; to Me sOMone t17 to take advantage or me 
(4) to haw tea .-ben not sbow up tor a ca-1 when driwrs don't use 
their tum signalsJ when I 1111& Cub tans 
(.5) to be laughed at; to be oonaideNII inoapable or doing anything; 
when so.'body snubs me 
(6) when everythi.ng isn't perfect; when I talk with my mother 
(7) when niggars protest discrimination 
J,S. I 110st like 
(1) 
(2) to be w1th JQ' :friends; people and situations that challenge me; 
to be pl"'ductive; having a good time; my associates trom the seminary 
()} a pleasant vacation in the midst at the hot 81J.IIIIer; to read; 
people who like •J people whoan like we; interesting conversation; to 
travelt m:r father and. 1110therJ girls 
(4) to bowl and golf; sports; drivingJ to relax; a well done :feeling; 
good musiCJ scienae-tietion 
(5) to be w1th rq girl am help people*J money and skiing 
(6) 
(7) 
56. The people I t1nd. it baldest to get to know 
(1) 
(2) u. tWJ uuall.7 t111"11 out to be pod friends 
()) aN phonies; are those who haw an air of superiority about them; 
are those who are nobb7J are eonoeited; ue thoae who newr extend themselves 
( iDdieation other person resists relatiouhip) 
(4) are qaiet peoplef are tbe stq at home t1P8 
(.S) are uned\leated1 an tboae who .._to ba-n higher intelligeDCeJ 
~ r1oh cmea1 are tho• vho are in authoritn are people in their own elique 
(indication penon feels irladequte to :form relationship) 
(6) ue girlsl are priestsa are rq parents 
(7) ue ever;vwbere 
~. When I III.Ht a girl 
(1) 
(2) whoa I like, I am ver:~ happy; I tr,y to tol'll a tri.andship with bert 
I tael com.f'ortableJ I try to get to know her 
()) that I know, I stop ard talk to her; I int.Jtod'llce JqaeltJ I gain 
selt-oontictencea I a fairly relaxed 
(4) that I like, I wonder it aha'll like mea she usually says "hi" 
first; I don't teel strange 
(S) I have a hard ti'• sqtng the right thing; I teel I wuld like to 
get to know her it she is pretty, but I'm too sbTJ I gat 80l1lellbat Dei'VOUSJ 
I am a little hlsitant; I don't know what to say; I become selt-consciousJ 
I'm. sb7 
( 6) I get nervous and t17 to get away 
(7) 
,58. I like vol'ld.Jll with people vho 
(1) are tr1.endly; enjoy living 
(2) baw good. outlooks on lite aDd al*e trierdly to ewi')'One*; are easy 
to get along with ucl are good. workers; enjoy 110!king to aceomplish; enjoy 
vorld.ngt vant to attain a goalJ U.lat people; an 1d.nd but deand irhat they 
should ot J'O'UJ are pa1De1 witty aDd pt things doae• 
(3) know what they an doing; haw the same interests I do; like to 
do things rightJ an col'dialh work the way I do; wl'k; like to talk; need 
rq help; like u; otter ideas and are willing to pitch in; U'e con-
scintiout are better thaD Dl)'eelt ill vbataver w are doing; work bard; 
know what nat be done and how to do it 1 an sincere 
(4) 
(S) don't talk much; are elean-ainded; are under J1t7 direction 
(6) 
(?) 
59. I am apt to get discouraged when 
{1) 
(2) hardly eft!" 
(') I end up with a bad test 1n an 11apol"tant subject; I work at sotU-
thtng and tail; I tail a test; sOMthiDc continually goes wrong; I do not 
achieve If¥ goals; a:y faith aDd Pft181" lite waken; J1J3 studies falter; m:r 
work is ruined b7 a stupid mistake 
(4) 
(.5) things get hard; I can't do mat I snt; I think or 1117 failures; 
I'm rejected 
( 6) I lft>rk so bald aDd aceo~~pliab. nothing 
(7) ewr I tail which is always 
60. H;r f'eeling about IIU'l"ied lite 
(1) is that it is a womle:rtltl lite; is that it is beautU'ul; is that 
it oan be a WI'J' happy lite 
(2) is that it is a diffloult bu.t rewarding lite; is open; is that it 
requires a lot of love and Nsponsibility'J 1s that it is good f'or those 
who want to get UJ'iPied 
(') is tbatit llicht be \be lite tor •1 is that it is not tor 11l8J is 
a teelinc ot Dtul saerltiee; is that it is the only thing tor most 
people; is that it is tia.; is pod 
(4) is noNAl; doen't bother MJ oomea trom. vrr own taaily; is 
appreciati'fe but t.ellds toward iD:litterenee• 
(S) is that it is a hard lite; is taature and ill-inf'oaed; is I 
hope I don •t make a mi*lce; 1.a sort ot uneu7 
(6) was never Vflr'T wholesoae; an contused; are ambivalent; are mixed 
(7) al'e ver;r scared 
61. I was never happier than 
(1) I am now; in the past few days; I am in fourth year 
(2) when I felt I'd done w:r best; with fellow semiDarians; I generally 
am nol<t'J when I can reall7 excel 
(3) atter first year; the da7 I noeiwd rq first COIIII1UI1ion; when I 
was at a beaoh part;r last ,wart the da7 I entered the nmina17; when I was 
the ta•st runner; when I lost tort;y pounds in six aonthst when I saw the 
light of yq 10cationJ on rq days ot retreat at Niles; when I wnt to New 
York; the day I wilt the tutor aoae llepoes 
(4) 
(.S) when I vu talldlsc with rq ~btl 
(6) when I was 70unger 
(7} 
62. I resent 
(1) 
(2) tnequalt.t:r te • or others; people mo take adw:ntaga ot others 
(3) being called a typical teeD&PI"I loud-Bio1lthed peopleJ i.ns\llts 
about priests; beiDC called :tatJ bal'd-headed peoplet snobe 
(4) deliberate i&no2'a1'108J rash ~nts; talae accusations; paople 
lilo l"ide others who are slow · 
(.S) being laughed at 1n soorn; bei'D& pushed aroandl being d.epoaded; 
people telling u what to dol being treated like a kid; tq mother's 
perteetionisa 
(6) nicgars1 w:r aother; going to the 8811inal'7 and not going out with 
girls 
(?) 
6). People who work with me usually 
( 1) are very friendly; are happy 
(2) find me easy to work with; work wll with me; get m.y best; sq I 
• a good 'tti"'rker; like me; enjoy- my c011pany 
(3) haw good ideas that I li.keJ give me good advice; are to my liking; 
get along with me; say that I*m not hard to get along wi.th; are very under-
standing; are kind; cooperate; do their share; do not sutter 
(4) are laborers; work; talk to me 
(.5) tall behind; notice -.q perf'ectioniatic attitudes; get led around 
by me 
(6) t'ind it borin;; find - dittiCAtlt 
(7) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) to take a test; to stu<\v tor a big tests to ny 
{4) to debate; to bee"-11 1011ething new; to driw; to play sports 
(.5) to lead people what other leaders are present; for theta to drink; 
to eat in ruta.uranta; to go to confession; when they do stupid things; 
to meet Dew people; to be with certain peoplea when they criticize u; when 
I constant17 tail at soae gaae; to talk in public 
(6) to be with the; to talk about God; wh«l they shun u; when I am 
spealcine and tt..r laugh at li8J to be with girls 
(7) 
6;. I suspect that my greatest weakness 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) is being a bit slopp7; is delaying; is laziness; is over-ubition; 
is l'fi1' big mouth; is boasting; 1.8 food; is in :readin&; is unlcnow to most 
others 
(;) is that I often pt ancr7 at southiDg SJUll; is 1Dabilit7 to bear 
up uDder hard preanres; is a:r inabilitY' to get people to teet eost'ortable 
with ,., is self-pity; is girlsl is keepin& to lll1'•lt; is weak wilt-power; 
is being uncharitable 
(6) is lack or self-confidence; is tear!Dg mat other people will 
think of •• is -q poor social lite 
(?) is you name it • I've got itJ is sex; is tmpurity; is ~turity 
about sex; is temptations ggainst purity 
66. The gittl I 
(1) arr',Y' nat really love me and I, her 
(2) aam- v11l haw to love •; ut laat Saturday, I like TeJ:7 IIUhJ 
like is triendl7 and wtl-aannered 
(3) would like would baTe to be one who bas a background similar to 
minea lU. is bealltihla Wltld like aost wou.ld be aod.c~-17 sophisticated; 
would lin to m.eet ast bl a good Chrlstian; want will be penonall.y de-
vetopedJ vould date vollld be a nice girl; admire is intelligent 
(4) liked ust, I •t in gr&taar aohool; saw was pretty; ut 
yesteJ"dq was Ye17 politea know best is a past fellow worker; liked in 
eighth grade is still C[Uite popular in the neighborhood; lika best lives 
across the street troa u 1 knew in eighth grade was ve17 inteNsted in m.e 
(.S) can talk to intelligently, I'll talk to; like diaoouraps me be-
cause I ean •t date her; love is too tar awa71 like thinks 8ellinarians 
should date 
(6) like probably doesn't even know me; once liked was killed 
(?) love does not exist 
67. I wish 
(1) I had tbae to do everything I want to 
(2) to uke something ot -qaelt m this lite 
()) I could be a priest; I could do better; I could succeed; I was very 
smart and excelled in sports; that I was a priest alrea.d.,-; tor Christlike 
qlalities; I oauld saooeed in e._rything; for less than nineteen honrs and 
elewn -papere; I OO'f.\ld tly somewhere; I could liw a hapw lite 
( 4) 1 t wre n.er all year round 
(5) people 111Dllld. de-eapbal'l.ze the givi.JJC up ot the married lite 'Nben-
ewr they talk abo\lt priestly vocat1ou1 soutirles that I could go baok to 
beginning high school just as I am now; this year was over; I was handsome; 
tor the moon; all rq doubts were disspelled; I could dateJ the system was 
di.rected toWUd lmowledgef not grades 
(6) peaple didn't expect me to beco• a priest1 I could mar17 my girl 
right now; I oould be sure it I •m in the right place; I could make up rq 
mind about JD;J vocation; I could lUke up rq mind about myself and lite 
(?) 
68. Getting to know a priest 
( 1) is usually 'fttJ"7 enjoyable; bas alva,.. been an enjoyable experieuoe 
tor me 
(2) is like getting to know a~; is iaporta.nt to HI is helptul in 
deciding your own vocation; is easy1 is not hard; delights •; helps my 
vocation 
()) is interestinga ie the best thing a 8811inar1an can do; is an 
expe!"ience; helps; is nice 
(4) is hard aaMtiaeaa wll, seeu to take a while 
(S) t.s bard tor me; is not easy; is dittt.eult 
(6) is an tmpossible job 
{?) 
(f). Any tzoouble I have with studies 
(1) I reall;r try to overcome; I will fi.x up by hard work 
(2) I work at with myself' and the professor; I tey to remedn I 
overe?me; oan and alwa.J8 has been ov-ereoae (any' attempt to o'ftrcome trouble) 
(3) is utNally transitory; is because ! don't study enough; is my own 
fault; is beoau.M I•m UlZfJ is due to rq lack of application (awareness or 
one's own part 1.1\ Pf'Oblem.) 
(4) is not in knowledge 
(S) uua M ••• inf'eri.orJ diaoRrapa u; trustratea me; bugs me 
(6) 
('?) 
(naae) 70. When I go to _______ aeainary, I will mi.u 
(1) 
(2) !'1!1' surroundings and taily at houa my family 
(:3) the neighborhoodt this H!liDU7J home cook1nga a night t)ttt; a 
eertain amount or freedom; the atmosphere or a busy neighborhood 
(4) T.V.; going to De Pa\11 Univenit;r 
(5) !IT mother to whom I can tell my troubles; nothing but m.y girlJ 
the r1dio and gtrls 
{6) !fr1 mother's baldne 
('?) 
71. When I have trouble w1.th someone 
(l) I talk it out 
(2) I immediately tr.r to correct it; it usually doesn't last long; I 
tell him about tt; I am patient; I try to nason 011t a &r>cd solution to 
the problem. or trouble* 
(:3) I see if it ws IJ'f3 fault; I try to patch things up wen I have 
cooled o:f'f'c I apologize; I forget abollt it 
(4) it usually ltorks itself' out; I let it die down; I avoid or solTe it 
CS) I usually walk away; 1t bothers me; I avoid the person; I have to 
control ay anpPJ I feel h\U"t.f I haw a tendency to be angry with myseltJ 
I te'ftd to pt an&%7 v1 th them somet.U.s 
(6) I attempt to pt baek at h1111 in some R7J I usually haft a 
tight 
(7) 
72. People tih011 I consider my supe:riora 
(1) 
(2) I try to show napeet to; an g:>od exoplesJ get..., :respect and 
usually rq cheerful obedi.ence 
(') an older people who know their awa;r al"'llDd; auat be listened to 
tor ad.vieeJ I listen to; I obey; tend to be those I respect and can obey; 
are usualcy right; are those ~ al'e Te'l'f intelligent; are conscientious; 
know what they are doing; I admire 
( 4) are the tan.l tTl 4ft pnerall.y not baught:n 8.1"8 th oae who ue 
older; are my n.periorsc sOMt1•• aren't 
(5) is an:one who is older than IJ aPe un:ier pressure; have the 
tt.nal say, no •tter what 
( 6) I a suspicious or, are lBrd to appi'Oil oh 
(7) 
73. Deciding on my vocation 
( 1) was my own idea; oame naturally but not without a great deal of 
thought 
(2) is no trouble; was an eaEry taskJ is an exciting but pleasurable 
matter 
(3) was difficult for u at ttrst; is easy at the moment; is a 
secondary eoneern to becO'Illing a real person; was not too dif:ti.cultc took a 
whil.eJ is a Ye'f'1 Hrious utter with u; takes tille 
(4} seemed easy t.u SJ"UUU' nhool; is •t a DeW experience tor me 
(.5) is dittieult; is in the hands of God; is a pl'Oblem tor ae; is 
beeeing soy biggest problem; was ftr:J" hard to do; is not an easy tlt1g 
(6) distubs •; is a battle 
(7) 
?4. What I think will be ay biggest problft 
(1) 
(2) will be J178elf 
(J) will be to overcou any ideas of ooaplaoen=yJ 11 having real 
understanding; 1.1 getting thtnp done 
(t} wi.ll be rq bi;pst p!'OblRJ will be pttiDg used to the new 
seir.ary 
()) i~S l·t-v·ing an enjoyable lif'eJ is my attitude toward prayer; is 'fAY 
critioal attitude toward people or priests Who are closed minded*; is 
staying nthusiastic; is finding the right girl; will be Lat1n (any subject) 1 
is the m.oney for room am board' is to keep f':rom feeling soJ"Z7 tor myself' 
when I get discouraged 
(6) is deeid1ng my ftoation; is adjutina to lite with ay classmates; 
m.ll be studies; is getting selt'-oontidenoe; i.s meeting people 
(7) is the world sen1n& to be always against me; is sex; is the 
desire for a little sexual pleall'li:N 
7.5. Nothing is harder to stop than 
( 1) me when I want to work 
(2) when I am out with my friends having a good ti111e1 a running nose 
without a handkerchief 
(3) a dedicated person 
(4) a lie; God; a deep eutt S\tperstitious ideas; agingJ a bull-headed 
Irishman; a s1aoke1'11ug ott in homework; a cloaed-m.ind 
(.5) cutting up people; calliag rq girl daily; a lack ot intel'est; 
temptatiou; bad habits; a loose tongue 
(6) sexual dri:ntsJ a habit or sinJ impure thoaghts 
(7) masturbation; mental deprHsion 
76. I vomer whether sainary atwiies 
(1) 
(2) are up to a good eollege leW~ could be illpi"'vedJ are broad 
enoughJ an geared properl7 
(3) are praotical tor the priesthood at times; reall7 eduoateJ are 
antiquated 
( 4) are hard 1 eould be expanded to include more science 
(.$) are too difficult; an not strict enoughJ an raall7 necessary 
(6) are tor •a are worth it 
(7) will overwhebl '1118 
77. I feel particularly guilty about 
(1) 
(2) something I have done to hurt myself or another; about past 
offenses to God alld others 
(3) taking things easy; insulting anyone; doing a bad job; neglecting 
another; missing eonf'ession; some things I say about othersJ not being able 
to help people; being uncharitable with ignorant people; laok ot regularity 
in spiritual exercises; the way I eriU.cize priests who are lazy in their 
job of s~nr:tng soulsa not having done my best 
(4) certain things 
(.5) some of rq sins; not bei:ng aue of rq future lite; e&llsillg rq 
parents expense; past ex.perlen~sa dating girls while I a in the aellli.nar,y 
(6) oozaitttnc siu of ila.p1u"ity; deaerting Ocd U I quita mastvba.ting; 
past moral sins 
?8. I wonder it a prie1t 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 1s too tar removed trOll the people; lived through the things 
I baw to 
(4) could stlldy seienoe; gets enough sleep « not 
(.5) does his best to be a good priestJ is a &Dod CUYJ is ever di.s-
OOUI'apd; ean naallt make hiuelt Chl"ilt 
(6) will be at 11.7 death bed; can take the loneliness; na.ll7 knows 
why he beoae one; knows lllho he is; is really a happJ" ma.nJ enjoys his lite; 
is really satisfied 
(7) 
?9. Because of my parents 
(1) I will become what I want1 I have come to know and love God in 
the best possible way; I am a better person; I have a better appreciation of 
life 
(2) I lead a pleasant li!e; I am quite happy today 
(:3) I am a good Catholic; I have a good religious background; I 
appreciate the saoraments; I hava been able to get a good education; I am 
what I u that is goodJ I haw the things I need; I have a vocation 
(4) T am here today; I exist1 I do not have to wrk too much tor 
education; I am what I am 
($) I wish my brother would r-eform; I try to get good grades; I alays 
wanted to make a mint; I always do jobs on tt. if not tot» best or my 
ability; poverty, aan;y problems haw come may; I am u.na.ware of sou things 
(6) is one or the reasons I don't want to leaft the aemirw'y; nry 
lite vas hinderedJ I aa socially backward 
(7) I can't teel adequately loved or accepted 
80. I wonder it the spiritual lite 
(1) 
(2) in rea11t7 is so sol-.nt is growtnc in • 
(3) can do s0111ethinc tor •; w111 becoae easier as lifl progreasesa 
is emotionalcy directed; pleases all invol'ft!td in it; will be\helptul tor 
others 
(4) will be eaq to pt acquainted with; will be a117 different at 
Niles 
(;) is as hard u it ...UI is dullt 1a nallJ' intense enough in this 
world; I'm leadiDg couldn't be ude tift times better; is possible £or me 
to obtain perteation in; I lead is @Pod enough to become a priest; is as 
fUlfilling as is said 
(6) is the lite tor me; is too hard tor • 
(7) 
81. The seminarian's attitude toward girls 
( 1) should be a triendl.y one 
(2) is changing for the better; should be one ot aceeptanoe; should be 
a wholesome one; should be one ot llDderstanding and courteQ'I should be one 
ot respeet 1 is fairly norul 
(~) should be a •tli'N attitude ot sacrifice; shoa.ld not be that they 
are seared ot thea; should be tneDdly but DOt tratemally; should be one 
ot respeot but eautin too; shCN.ld not be that of "clutch -rour beads" when 
;you are near thn 
(4) is greatly varied 
(,5) ast. be an objective one; is not alva;rs my attitude; should be 
one equal to boysJ is all nt; is a WI"'ng one in IWlY eases; is bard to 
explain to a non ..... 1narian 
{6) should be lukewarm, should be "leave alone" 
(7) 
82. My tnil.y 
( 1) is great to live with; is a great plea.SUI'e to be with; is great; 
is neat to be in; is a 'N'f'1' happy one 
(2) is solidJ respeots •• undel"'tand8 UJ has helped u a great 
deal; is a most ftlued poa•aatona is well-lmitJ has a good sense or h11Dl0rJ 
ties are •'1'1' strong 
(3) has helped rq voeationa is a tine Irish Catholic OMJ is very 
reliciouJ bu a tev diaadftlataps aloag with 'UJl1' good pointsc is a pretty 
good one; is f'riendl.n is a good tamicy; does things aa a whole 
(4) is aaall 
(,5) ancl I are a little aloof right now; tights; needs to be aore of 
a unit 
(6) tends to see only the human side ot religious questions, not God's 
point of view*; belittles me; is hard to live with 
(7) hates me 
83. What I look forward to most at __ <_name __ > ___ seminary 
(1) is associating with 'fll'9' tri.ends 
(2) is getting t~ know 1flT clasaates betterJ is that it is another step 
closer to the priesthood; is hi.endship; is dev.loping my personality; is a 
chanee to eat closer to God 
(3) is the edltaation I will get; is finding out what it is like away 
from hOMJ is MiD« abl~ '.to study; 18 the ehanoe to )rove JDY8elt; is the 
peace and •renity; is leaming saaething; is the spiritual life 
(4) 
(5) is livt.nc &lf'87 f:l"'ll home; is a cha.nee to show I•m as ;ood as 
others in soae athletics; is tin.iing '1/if voea.tiont is a chance to i'imt.i fllYMlt 
(6) is treedol& troll .. -.othera ia not going there 
(7) 
84. I wonder if one ot yq 110t1 ves 
(1) 
(2) la a st'I'Oq desift to work among needy people 
()) la to help people 
( 4) is tru.e1 is illpl'operJ is l"l.ghtJ is worthy 
(5) is selfishness; tor the pri.eathood sight be false; is not pride; 
is good eft011gh tor this UteJ is earth7J is to pt out or the anq; is 
not sel.t..glorltioation. 
(6) is escapee is getting away i'ros home 
(?) 
8,5. I:f' my tather would only 
(1) conttnue his present way ot lite, he would be a saint 
(2) 
(3) not work so hard; teaeh • to drive; get insuranee on the ear tor me 
(4) learn to express hi..._lt in complete thoughts; get a new car 
(S) talk quietly; be stricter; stop teasing people as he does; show 
more i.ntereat i.n the tami.ly; not be segregation-minded; have been a little 
less stricti be more patielrt.t haw li'Md a good Catholic life; not have 
died; be hOM liON 
(6) have undei'Stocrl me; let me live llf".f own lite; be emotionally close 
with me; reapeet • more; see that ! 111 growing up; not loae his tellp8r so 
•oh; stop harping at •1 lUlderstaM ·the deeisiou confronting me; make 
sense; have sta19d nth my mother longer, 'tl':lings mig."lt have been dif'feNnt 
(7) accept me 
86. I think that sports 
(1) 
(2) are the &Ratest; are excellent and ••••1'7' in the lite or a 
priest; are a lot ot tun 
()) are goodJ are uaetv.lJ an essential tor everyone; are a great 
catalyst.; are verr good tor the indi'fidual; are great for building the 
whole una are esaential tor ever;yoMJ aa good tor recreation 
{4) 
(,5) are great, thq ll&lca lite bearable sometime 
(6) 
(?) 
87. When I sense that the pel"son in charge is coming 
(1) I continue doi.ng ':mat I started 
(2} I stay N~J I act nomal; I have no m.isgiv!nga; it. doesn't 
change '1118 liUOh 
{3) there is a natural tendeno;y to be on the best of behavior; I want 
to make a good i.Jrpnrtasiona I '11 on good behavior; I wont harder 
(4) I spit my gum out 1! I am in school; I'm not scared stiff 
(.5) I get worried; I t1'7 to aYoid him; I shut up; I put on a front; 
I straighten-up; I co the oth.- wa;y, I get nervou.a, I get defensive; I 
watch llll"" U' 
(6) I try to oolweal the '!n"Ong I have just cOtm!ti.tted; to1.mrd me I 
stop ao'f'i.ng; to talk to ae, I get soared; I am nervous beeause I feel 
interior 
{?) 
ae. Compared with most. f'ailies mine 
{1) l"'t&lly understands; is better than all or them; is happy; is 
the beat 
(2) is Tef7 wa:rm; ranks high; is better than moat; is very close 
(3) is abtilar to otbe!'a and cmjo7• the au things in. u.re; is pretty 
goodJ is abow aftftpf is elon; is :f'ine; is morally strong; is a good. cme 
(4) is average; is nol'UlJ is a. large one; is about the same; is 
dirter.nt; u t'lOt like the others 
(.5) is irreligious; is old fashioned 
(6) was botoh.ed. up; 1s 0.1. on the outside. but not so hot m the 
inside 
(?) 
89. I get tense whenever 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) I prepar8 tor a big test; I face a ditti~lt situation 
(4) I'm near trouble; I go to ... the White Sox 
(.S) I'm cav.ght ott pard; I see the poasibilit;y ot failure is as great 
as thlt ohanoe of neoeaa; a lot depends ol'l a; wrr father talks about racial 
probleu; thi'DgS co wrong all the tiM; p:res811N is put on me; I make a 
mistake; I apeak before people 
(6) a girl sits next to me; tt•a dark al'ld I'm alonea TifT sexual drives 
bother •1 I approaoh a girl; I meet 1W1f people; people in authority are 
near 
(7) 
90. What I want out ot lite 
(1) is happiness; is happiness wi.th lfiTSielt and others I may help; is 
satisfaction in adding aoaething to un's aooomplishmel'lts; is happiness 
and aatistaetion 
(2) la to help people; is to sene Cbriat the bast wq I know; is GodJ 
is a ohance to give an i.llportant part of 1111J8lt tor others; is a sense ot 
accotrlpliahment and worth; is Htistaeti.on ill what I'm doing; is to give 
1IIJ" lite 
()) is what God wants tor •1 is to do the right thingJ is the tul-
tillment or my 'V'OCati.on; is a good lite; is the priesthood; is lite 
(4) is what I put in it 
(.S) is hope, is unoertain to • 
( 6) is 110ney 
(7) 
91. I wonder 1t I am veaker than many others in 
(1) 
(2) 
()) sensitiVleyJ aeU'-knowledge; spiritual eeal 
(4) athleticsJ the eeminai',V'J rq class 
(.5) the tace o£ telllptationJ ll&ft7 •YBJ aocial cospetitiftnessa 
phyaioal stNngth; .,. opinionsJ independenoeJ TIJ' 11111 powrJ the })OWr o£ 
conqaertag te~ation 
(6) attraotioa to sins at illJN..PitTJ tel'llls ot purity; general ability; 
m&SOllliDity; J47 f8l'SOUlit:n J47 soe1al qulitiest personal acceptance; ..,. 
iaatvtty toward. an: 
(7) eftl",Ything 
92. I hesitate 
(1) 
(2) vben I haw southtDg important to decide; when I uke a grave 
decision 
()) before I 1JPNk "147 aind; to alee blanket stateaents' to do soaething 
wongJ to pt involftd in s011ething I don't UD:lerstand. 
(4) on this sentence; 'ftr'J seldOilJ to take f\111 responsibility if I 
haw not had some experience; vheneftr I am not n.n; to tell the whole 
truth at all tilles 
(S) to do thinpJ to take too 11&10" chanceSJ when I'm f"aeed with 
failure; to ulce map deoisions; llheDeTer I ask for somethingJ bef"ore 
talldng to a stranger1 to take on nev naponsibilitiesJ to aDSliBr 
questions baton the olassJ to lltu.d:rl to make a decisionJ to stop and see 
what I•a doingJ to do things which I know will produce g11ilt feelings later 
on; to aTlSWr these questions; to experience new things; to take the 
initiativet to gift ot JQMlf' 
(6) when speaking of' my father; to go near girls; to think about 
leaving; to decide TIJ' vocation 
(7) 
(1) 
(2) was more tun; bas a wch better sense of humor 
(3) is generous; seems wiser; is less strict; vas exposed to 11&1'0" 
larsh thtngs in lite; is eq'Wlll7 aa good; has the a.me basic penonalit;n 
is liON intelligent; is more practical; is closer to me; is 11ore mature1 is 
more lenient 
(4) has !ion stri.ot views on certain subjects; is the o0111plete opposite; 
I did not know hillJ has fov tt.s u ach f:N7 hair; is aoutimes less 
agpessive 
(.S) isn't as eooia'bles ws less outspoken or aggressive; is a little 
less lmdentandingJ DIWr appreciated the good things in 11te1 is ve17 
strlot; wft"ies too auch about tri'f1al things; is not as dynamic 
(6) is a weak sister; shows less interest in 1181 is harsh; is less 
close to me 
(7) 
94. Thinp I have do'ftl 
( 1) uke • happJ'J plMR • v.ry lltleh 
(2) are praiaeworthyJ right, I a proud ot1 encoun.p •1 make • 
prou.dt are &nod.J 1n the past don't •tter too llUch now; are satisfying 
(3) in the past •• foolish nowa haw 1lade • bapw, others not so 
happy; ue in the past; abarrassed • bt.tt I don •t r.gret th• 
(4) NOV to •; are the substance of rq past lite; usually don't 
bother me 
(S) SOIUtillles alee me vorr.r; sometimes llUe me ashalaed; haw not 
always been rightJ have sometiaes been sorew,r; haw been quite good but I 
don't pin ach satistaotion fl"'ll tbu&J I ngret; should shock other people; 
could haw been better 
(6) haw not amounted to much; disgust me; mean little to others 
(7) 
95. Tbe greatest difficulty facing a priest 
(1) is the saVing or his own soul 
(2) is penonal involvement with others; is to understand his people; is 
true contact With the people 
(3) is absolute devotion to the people he is sanctifying; is to live up 
to the ideals of the prlesthood at all tiMs; is 1dfeotively reaching and 
sva1'1ng the beam ot those clo• to you; is getting through to 8ftl"TTDeJ 
is the peneftranoe to alW&TS do the will of God; is the conversion and 
winning over ot souls 
(4) is pariah work; is in contenion; is giving l"Lght advice 
(S) is 8&)'iBg the J1.ght thinga 1a people; 1a a pastor who is not very 
inte:rested 1n the wrk of Christ 
(6) is the nigp1"8J wuld be oeliba.cy 
(7) 
96. I feel closest to 
( 1) f17 triel'Jda 
(2) the P78 1n achool; rq dadJ 117 110m and dada my 'brother; my family 
(3) God outsi&t in the ni.ght; led in the sainar.n 117 110ther; God in 
a orisisJ people whln tbe7 enjo7 beU!g with •; one pal'tiaular classmate; 
a sopbosoft at a local uniftnitTJ people with the same desires ani out. 
loob; Cbrt.at 
(4) 
(S) God when I pray att.er ooutesaion 
( 6) lfl3' golt clubs 
(7) no one 
97. Children 
( 1) are wonderful 
(2) amuse me and I 11:ke to be around them; are cater appeal to me; 
taaeinate me; are verr enjoyable to be with; are tri.endl;y little devils; are 
"mat"; giw me great plea.SUJ.'"e; uke IlfT happy 
()) are peat J»>ple and dese:rw more attent1Cilf are the jewls ot a 
f"amil.n haft a wllCiertul innocenee; aat be u.nderstood; are people, too; 
interest me 
{4) haw alwa;ya been attneted to me; can be a bother along w1th a 
.107; don't bother MJ should be raised cornatlJr; I can toltrat• 
(S) don't naet tavorabl;y to •: help to keep a 11U".rl.ap together; 
I .f\nd. tb.- hard to tallc to; bother ae 
(6) giw • a pai.nJ an ueu.all7 all bntsa are a pain in the neck 
(7) 
98. I think ot rqselt as 
(1) haPP7; having something to give; SOileone who hu sa1ething to 
otter ot'tlers 
(2) a good semina.1'1an1 a good &U1'J being pretty important; a wry, 
sophisticated, r.buhiq persona a no:naal 1'171 being better than average, 
a capable person; capab'la of suceeediDg as a~ else 
(:') a nice fellow; a prl.ast in the missions; ene:rgeticr fairly 
inte11tpnt and haDd.scae; sOMone t!'11ng tor a goalr a m.anJ a candidate tor 
the prtesthoocl; a hard drt.Yer; unorthodoxr an intellectual 
(4) a human; a sellli.Dal'ian; a traek star 
(5) thou.ahtlenr in the midclle in Rgard to WfT vooation; one looking 
down two dittereat roada trying to choose one of 'th• 
(6) a loner; eold; intl'Cmh"ted; wale but eaq to get alone wt.thJ 
struggliq; seecmd-rate in eft1";1thing I doa not accepted b;y manya a person 
wlth DI&Jl7 faults; having a long way to co to be Chl'18t 
(7) a fool; being stupid 
99. I suffer lllost from 
(1) 
(2) 
(:3) seeing -people who are su:N"ering due to a fault of mine or that of' 
another; not being able to do fl1'1' best 
(4) sehool work; yq wight; teats 
{.5) r.rq })Abit of delayin&; a lack or sleep; colds; baekttehe!!; heartburn 
and inc11pati0\1J the taet that I o at tiaes an introvert; seeirlg girls 
but not being ahle to talk with tlwar loneliness at times; being under-
estimated; being slighted b7 othersJ paople who are on IfiT back 
(6) lack ot self-conf'1denee; fear of failure; worry; a guilty eon-
science; rq own selt-dollbtsJ teelinp ot interiol'ityJ impure thoughts; 
indecision; lack ot loft; fear ot the tutureJ being wak; rq stupidity; 
lack ot acceptance 
(7) mental anguish 
~oo. Being a seoular priest in (nau ot city) 
( 1) v::>uld be the happiest thing in ay life 
(2) is '1111' pl'i.llltU"T coal; ts a great challenge; is f!J'3 first ooneem; 
would be a great goal to obtain 
()) has uny challenges ard lllaDY opportunities; will be demard.ing; 
interests me; 1s an exacting task; 1411 give • a sense of responsibility 
(4) is hard to explain; 1s not for me 
(S) will not be easy tor a; is going to be a bard job 
(6) will take guts to f'aoe the niggars; is a vooat1on I look forward 
to but wony about a lot 
(?) 
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